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HI3 American people, and especially the workers and farmers, are uneasy and alarmed by the state of our country and
of the world. Economic crisis is again devastating the land.
before -very
from the last crisis. The mandate of the 1936
elections, for a program of democracy and peace, has been
obstructed and d m h g d in a Congress overwhdmingly elected
on that p r o p . The clouds of war, already raining barbaric
destruction upon the population of Spain and China, grow
b4cker over the whole world. Ominous signs of faxism, bloodbrother to Hitler and MussoIini, show themselves within our
own borders. Foreign fascism intrudes itself into the co~~ntries
of Zatin-Ameria. Reaction, defying the will of the nlajority
of the peoples, seems to sweep forward from position to position, threatening to overwhelm the world.
There is ample cause for uneasiness and alarm. Reactionary
forces, moving toward fascism, within our own lard, are not
accepting their defeat in the last elections. They do not admit
the right of the majority of a7,om,m Americans who voted
them down in rg36, to direct the destinies of America. Using
their enomunts pawexs as the owners of American economy,
they have proceeded'to defeat the measures proposed by President Rmsevelt, to dotage those already enacted, to split away
the Right-wing section of his party and unite it in a reactionary coalition with the Republicans, to combat and divide the
rising labor movement, to cut wages and reduce living standards, and by all means to break up the growing unity of the
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""
mimes of the people in their search

In

far jobs, secwity, dernoc-

E=
world a&,

tbe =tionark
of our own laad hnve
d h preventing the great potm~tialpwcr of Americrr
from being thrown into the Mance on the side of &maracy
and ptaee, They carry through, in practice, the o p p i t e of that
poiicy en6ndated by President Roosmelt ia Chkga
her, of concerted d o n to quarantine the warma;kfng powe~s.
They are a+g
Ameda in the wake of the Tory C h m k lain government of Britain* whi& is moving into the cam of
the warrnalaers and bebaying d&acmY into their hands.
are bringing the bomrs of a new world shqhterBalready b
gun in the invasions of Spain and China, each day dam to the
shores of America.
Truly our country, together with the rest of the world, is
threteaed with chaos and disaster, witb the de9tfirction O* the
best heritage of our past, with the destruction of &tion
11
iuf.
he reactionaries, the f-sts,
the w a d e r s ,
dI
dous res-s
on their side. They haw control of tbe m
t
trustxed industries, the herrrt of the national economy, in each
of 'a
capitalist nations. They arc the economic myplisG the
U&y
families." They control the bloody d i i s h i p bf Germany, Italy and Japan, which regiment whole p p l e s into the'
d t a r y machine. They work internationally, in m,dp
q i t t their. sharp stnggle afriong t b d m , on a worlp h , to gobble up and assimilate the world, piewmal, bite by
IriteBteading toward world anwhy. They operate on thc
principle of ~ p p r e s m r ~ ~ ' d i v iand
de c ~ q w r . "
i
D e m m a q and progress, the w n p of the plain people, tbe
t o b g masses, have the admtage of nurnkrs-the overwh&ning majority of the people. To it belongs the future. This
majority spells power, but only to the ddcgree that it is unaed
1
and is aware of its enemies and how to defeat them. Within our
1
own mntrp, it hao achieved an elementary but unotpiped
8
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unity, by d y m g to oppose the reactionary offensive around
the slogans and personality of President Raosevelt; it has
this unity by the rise of new and powerful labor
unicms, and by the beginnings of independent paIiti-l or@&ization. In France, th&ugh the Frorot Popdoire, it held at bay
the~thteatof fascism's bid for power, and built a mighty move
m t ofthe pcople. In Spin, it united the masses for the m e d
defense of the Republic, and held back the invading hordes of
Hitier and Mussolini. In China, it forged the national salvation
front, which is bringing the Japanese armies to a halt after
untold sacrifices. In America, as everywhere, the weakness of
the camp of democracy and p r o p s is division and disunityits strength is measured entirely by the degree of unity which
it rn achieve.
The road to victory over fascism and war is the road of
unity-unity of the working class, unity of the democratic
masses of tbe people, unity of the nation against its exploiters
and oppressors.
That is why the Tenth National Convention of the Communist Party of the United States takes place under the dogan of
the unity of all democratic forces-the building of the demw
mtic front-in the fight for jobs, security, democracy and

F.

I. The Offensive of Reaction and the
Building of the Democratic Front
OF& Ninth National Convention, two years ago, we
A
souaded
alarm against the danger
the reactionary
forces, moving ward
seize
the

.

of
f d s m , which were attempting to
contrtll of ntlr countr}. We raised the central s l o p , “Progress
!

9

against reaction, democracy against fascism." We ident
k
miin enemy, gathered around the banner of the R W k
Party ;we warned the masses, who rallied to President Romed t , that &,standard of his party, the Democratic Party, &elt a d many sinister forces which s t d close to the Lbertp
m
e economic royalists who manipulate the Republican
I'arty, which were equatly enemies of demmraey and the people.
We declared the necessity af a new political sJ.$nmmt to meet
the issues of the American and world crisis-an aligument of
the people ag&nst the economic royalists. We called for the
fullest possible use of the 19$ elections to defeat the readonaries and build the united front of the people for demacracy and

I)===.
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Two years full of rich experience have passed sirwe then.
The people have learned through advances and setlmcb, througb
victories and defeats. From these experiences we emem,
strengthened by a deeper understanding of our tasks,by broader
organization of our farces, and occupying stronger positions
from which to advance. Our d&dties have increased, but so
have our -cities
to overcome them. Let US review briefly the
main items of our political ledger of the past two years, on h t h
sides, a d v m s and setbacks, victories and defeats.
In 1936 the people won a brilliant victory over the r a d o n ary camp, in the overwhelming electoral successes of Roosmelt
and the New Deal--but the reactionary m p had srnualed into
Congress, under cover of formal adherence to Roosevelt, a
sdicient minority whid, united witb the Republicans, was able
to sabotage and defeat the main program for which the people
voted in the elections.
In rg$ and since, the workers have broken through the
capitalist strongholds of the "opm shop," the %ic and trustified industries, have established a strong industrial union mqvement, have more than doubled thtr nun~ericalstrength of the
trade unions, and begun to build independent politid organizstions-ht the d m a r y forces W e been able to split the
I0
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,
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labor movement h t o two con~petingcenters engaged in fratricidal struggle.
The workers, fanners, and middle Asses were able to establish new measures .of protection of their incomes and living
s-hndatds, and thus ward nff to some extent the miseries of a
new ecorloniic c o t l a p d t t~the economic royalists still retained
such powets, and the Roosevelt administration praceeded with
stach hesitations, t h t a "sit-down strike of capital," with the
slogan of "lack of confidence" in democracy, was able to plunge
our country into a new economic crisis of unprecedented severity and swiftness of development.
The camp of democracy admeed its positions, through its
assault against the stronghold of reaction in the Smpreme Court,
forcing mtne liberalization of its personnel and policies; through
its 6ght for the anti-lynching bill; thraugh its exposure and
light against local reactionary m;r&ies f i e that of Kelley-Nash
in Chicago, responsible far the Memorial Day massacre, and
of the infamous Hague in Jersey CityAut the camp of reaction was able to sidetrack the Supreme ICourt reform, kill the
Anti-Lynching Bill by filibuster of a minority, and postpone
the break-up of the worst local reactionary powers or substitute
for them others equally reactionary,
The progressive movement has ken able brilliantly to penetrate into the territory of the old "Solid South," break up its
wlidy reactionary character, arouse the mass democratic movement, and already show the promis of a "New South"--but
the d o n q camp stiH controls most of the main positions
in the South, which they are trying to unite with the Northern
reaction of tbe Republican Party.
Finally, the mmp of progress and democracy has awaken4
to the r d i t i e s of the world about us, emerged from its dreams
of "isolation" in a world threatened with fascism and war, and
found expression for its awakened conscience in Roosevelt's
calf to "quarantine the warrnakers"--but the everyday pract i d policy in Washington continues along the reactionary line,
11
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giving aid and comfort to the bandit governments in their aggresaions, and tn Chamherlain's pniicy
. - of siirrender to and
cnmplicity with them,
We can sum up the main results of the past two years as
follows : The camp of the people, of progress and demmmcy,
kia won some imp-t
bttles a:ld positions, has become conscious of its own existence, of its enemies, of its own potential
forces, and of the main directinn of the pragraln which alone
ran f a l l its tasks and bring victory to the poplt ; it has hgun
the first steps in the organimtiv.~uf its forces. The camp of
reaction, of the economic rayalists, has sttffered sume serious
defeats; it is feverishly ca!lirtg its reserves illto action, alting
all its many armies under a single carnmand, and preparing a
desperate general attack, all along the ICe, against the living
standards and demoeratic rights of the p p l e . It f o l h s a
strategic line for division of the democratic camp and the dcf eat
of its separate sections through concenttation of the united
forces of reactial, point by p i n t , against a divided democracy.
THE

a

RUCTIONABY STIIATE~;Y-'~U~VIDE AND C O N Q U ~ % I ~ ~

The reactionaries h v e learned that when they go to the
people under their own program, openly, when they show their
true face, .the great mass of the p q d e line up against them
eolidly. The. fate of the "Liberty League," with its 'Willion
d o h dinner" staged for Al Smith early in ig$, taught them a
lesson ;for the "ljhqLeague" became overnight the symbd
of the blaekeut mction, the dag of the enemies of the people,
opealy reoognizd as such by everyone. The fate of La&
and the Republican Party in the 1936elections drove home the
lesson. Clear issues and a clear line-up today guarantee a golid
front af the people against reaction. The reactionaries, therefore, have one min tactic and strategy today--confuse the
issues at all costs, resort to demagogy, break the unity of the
democratic front, divide the people in order to mnquer them.
This was also the basic strategy of the "Liberty m e , "
I2
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but today it Is being executed much more cleverly. It is the
strategy of Hitler, "Liberty" is to be identified with d m ;

everything progressive and demoeratic is IabeIed "Red," "bmunist" and "Orders from Moscow." But where in 1936 this
was applied openly before the world #bythe du Ponts, H M ,
A1 Smith. and Landon, today they put into the forefront the
Wheelers, the old wheel-horses of the Democartic Party machine, and the weak-kneed or weak-minded "pmgressives" who
rmt be maneuvered into joining hands with th reactionary camp
by all sorts of tricks and demagogy-r
worse. They play upon
the provindaUsm and ambitions of the bFollettes, thereby
hoping even to turn the aspirations of the masses far a party
of their own into reactionary channels. They wry on a big
publicity m p i g a to b o r n Garner as the "'people's friwd,"
and counter him to ~~t
R o o d t . They conduct a campdgn of hatred against the President unprecedented since the
time of Lincoln, and direct it toward producing a modern edition of John Witkes 80oth-a mnpaign that has already produced candidates in the lunatic fringe of reaction and in its
underworld, some of whom are already under m s t , and which
found its mwardfy echo in the widely syndicated column of the
eminently respectable Mark Sullivan. They precipitate and intensify the economic crisis, and then try to blame it nn the labor
movement and the New Deal. They incite fratricidal strife in
the l;rbor movement, and try to make permanent the split bcgun
by the Hutchesons, Whartons and Greens of the A, F. of L.
Executive Council. They incite the farmers against tbe workers,
and the workers against the farmers, and the middle dasdPcs
against both, playing upon all small differences and misunder-dings.
They make organized use of the Tmtslqite and
hvestondte grouplets, r-izing
at once their d o n a r y
character as specialists in intrigue, disruption and prowation.
They wen manipulate the legitimate grimcis of the H e ,
especially the unemployed and farmers, against the New Deal
a d m i ~ s t ~ t i o which
nt
largely arise f ram administration cmca,

i
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sions to the reactionaries, and arouse rebellious moods and
movements, which they then use to try to smash the program
concessions to the pople. T h y seek to create an atmosphere of
civil conflict, of violence, verging on civil war, and disrupt
orderly processes ia all smial relations, especially labor struggles and isarues of civil rights--outstanding examples king ttPe
steet strike Iilamres arid the Hague fascism of New Jersey.
Bebind all the organized deception and disruption among the
people, t~ eonfuse them and break their solid front, looms the
new political coalition of all reactionary forces, the d n body
of which is the reactionary core of the Republican Party, to
which is king attached the corrupt local machines of the Damcratic Party (the prototype of which is Tammany Ball), and
the bourbon democracy of the old South.
At the heart of this politid offensive of the reactionary rnmp
is the concerted move of monopoly capital to break through
wage and working standards, to use the economic crisis to
smash the rising trade union movement, to maintain the level
of monopoly profits at the cost of driving down the living
standards of the masses of the p p l e , making a mockery of the
" h e r i a standard of living." This is the s u p m e god of the
readonary camp, it is for this they grasp so desperately at
governmentat power, it is for this they are ready to scrap American democracy, it is for this they strive with alI their power to
h a d off and break up the gathering democratic front of the
people. It is this chief goal of dl their efforts that they fry to
hide at all costs, for their only hope of success is to divide,and
confuse the masses. They can conquer only if they b r d np
the unity of the democmtic front.
TEE DEMOCRATIC FIIONT-HOW

IT CAN

BE BUILT-

HOW XT CAN WIN

T'be attacks of monopoly capital against the living standards
of the masses lmve forced the people to organize more and
more for mlf-protection, and to hammer out new measures to
14
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that end. Thug the forces,of democracy are more and more
mgmking thmselve.5, and tending to unite in a commm fmnt.
For several years we have witnessed how this struggle has cut
through dl the old politic4 alignments of the masses, has shattered the old @itid party structure which governed AmeriFa
since the GviI War, and now recasts American political fife
into the mold of two quite new political camps. W e are now
appmhitlg the climax of this national political realignment.
Of tentrat irnprtame is the deepening struggle of progressives against reactionaries within the Democratic Party. AIr e we foresaw this, and adjusted our policy to facilitate it,
at our Ninth Conybltion two years ago. After the election, we
expressed our considered judgment that ''class groupings came
forward as the decisive factor in the rg$ elections, sweeping
over and srlbpnerging the old regional traditions and interests"
'Wis change is not accidental or temporary, h t a permanent new M o n of American political life." We warned that
"the defeated reactionaries hope to recoup their forhrms
through the Democratic Right wing, through influencing Roosevek, through spIitting the Democratic Party, and through the
Supreme Court." Events have fully borne out our judgment.
The class alignment that emerged in the 1936 elections forced
the progressives to carry the fight into new f t e l d d e fight to
curb the Supreme Gurt, and to curb the power of the moaop
dies by W a n and regulatory mrasu-nd
crystallid
witlih the formal limits of the Democratic Party what is really
two parties, with the Right wing in codition with the Republicans. The progressive wing won a historic victory w k it
abrogated the traditional tw*thirds rule for Presidential nominations in the Democratic cunvention w h e r e the old Swth
had always hdd a veto over the North and West, a rule which
was the basis of power of Southern bourbonism. The South
itself, since 1g$5, has been transformed, with the old guard of
burbonism on the defensive and already ousted in many p h .
Today, with the issues placed much sharper, the New Deal wing

...
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of the D r m m t i c Paw holds a stronger poaitim than twu
yaars ago. The Right wiqg already negotiates ib f o d 4.tiond&theRepuMi~iatoanewpr~Mcw~,-while
Repdican apokmen already agree that the n m
party shalt dm adopt a ncw name.
The New Daat wing of the lhmratic
created m&
thc Mership of Presidmt Rooevelt, is supported by a great
f o l h h g , largely unorgmieed, d workers, farmmu, d city
middle &MES.. It is with but few exceptions under the. leadership md -1
of a party appamtus composed of professhd
pbfitidana drawn from the middie rlasges and represeating
primarily mmide class intewts and aspirations, It ~ ~ p u to
la
the interests and dcairur of the w o r k s and fanners to the
extwt that, fim, it hds this necessary to dmw to it the sup
port of the unorganized nrassea, and, second, that the workenr
and farmers are independenly organized, vocal, and Jlaar in
their dcmands. With all ita weaknediws and i d c q d e s , its
hdtations and confusions, this New Daal wing under the
Roosmelt leadahip is an essential pout of the developing dm=& fmt against monopoly mpital, Its role is not played out
by the splitting away of the Right-wing lhmmmts to f
w with
the Republicans. On the contrary, only with &a split d a the
New 'Dea! Democracy enter into its W development. It furnishes tday ttmt b o a k t framework, albeit a &QUS
and
imxnnptete one, for the gathering of the full forces sf the damsmtic front of the majority of the p p l e in the 1938 el&c
Nor is the RtpubLicm Party one &onary
ma;ps, = might
be cmeJuded if one judged only by its reprwmhtion in Congrmr. 1n numerous l d i t i e s its l a ~leaders,
t
who are dQaer to
thc masses, are growing restlem under their rarcticmaxy natiaaal
big-wig~,and their revolt is further stirnuked by their hunger
for office and its perqttisitts, for which t h y require masb r u p
port imrdmgly &kuIt to obtain t=e@ by a p r o d v e
platform. Outstmding example of this is New York City where
a wction of the R W l i c m a and the Cammunistr w e e united
I

w,
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with the American Labor Party behind the re-election of
LaGuardia.
These broadest ant1 largely unorganized progressive masses
are stimulated, and drawn into closer collaboration, by the
growing independ& political nrgani8dwlw of the masse-f
workers, farmers, middle classes, Negroes, etc.-whereby thc
p"ple are entering the political arena as a conscious organized
force. These independent organizations are, chiefly, on a national
scale. Labo#s NOR-PartismL ~ a g ~ tbased
e,
upon and reflecting
the growth of the trade unions, lmth the A. F. of L. (witness
Green's efforts recently to draw them out of it) and of the
C.I.O..the great group of industrial unions that have arisen
largely since our ' ~ i n t Convention
h
; on a skte scale, the A meri c a ~Labw Pwty of New York, the Pawrm-Labor Party of
Minnesota, the Progres&e Party of Wisconsin, the C o m w n we& Federations of Washington and Oregon, etc. ;and representative special groups on a national scale, the National Negro
Congress, Lhe .4merican Youth Congress, the Amerimn League
for Peace and Democracy, and similar organizations. These
independent politid organizations of the people are the most
dynamic, the most advanced, and the most solid iintl reliable
seetors of the growing dmacratic front.
Tfie building and strengthening of the democratic front, to
defeat the forces of reaction, fascism, and war, require the
simultaneous building of the independent political organizations
of the workers, and the uniting with them of the farmers and
middte classes, as the means to preserve the unity of the majority which moved against monopoly capital and reaction in the
1936elections, and the strengthening of that majority-in order
to guarantee at all costs the defeat of the reactionary forces.
That, in brief, ig the answer to the question of how the d e m
cratic front can be built, and how it can win. That is the surest
and qt~ickestroad to the building of the new party of the people
for which all true progressives and democrats aspire, work,
and fight.

17

A different answer to aU these complicated and difficult prob
Iems was recently offered, by the action of Phil LaFoMte,
Governor of Wisconsin, in announcing the organization of a
new party, m d y made, d l e d "National Progressives of Amerim." Our Central Committee has already phlisked a detailed
analysis and judgment on this political adventure, which I recommend to your careful study (you are entitled to know that
this was written by Comrade Bittelman, on the basis of a general discussion of our Political Bureau). It is not necessary for
me to reptat here the detailed examination which we gave in
that important document. Allow me to make, however, a fey
additional observations and a summing-up of this question. '
Phil LaFolIette is exploiting, as his main capikl, the tiadition
of his great father, and the successful Progressive Party in
power in Wisconsin. But he has made two abrupt departures
from both. He repudiated the platform of the Wisconsin Party,
and offered in its stead an ambiguous thing, a thing of doublcmeaning, intended to be understood one way by the mass of
voters and the opposite way by the exploiting classes, their
enemies-something which must have caused his father, plainspden "Fighting Bob," to turn over in his grave. And he repudiated the method, the strategy and tactics, w h e d y the Wisconsin Party was organized. This method w a to emerge from
the old parties into independent existence, at such a momeat,
and upon such issues, as would ensure thu fdty of the p4gv~siw majority behind it from the moment of its birth, thus avoiding the danger of splitting the progressives and handing a cbeap
victory to the reactionaries. Both these innovations, an ambiguous platform that departs from the experience of the living
progressive and democratic organizations b d movement of the
masses, and a method that distuhs the unity of the democratic
front, are a threat against and a danger to the c a w of the
pwple.
18

Phi1 4XaF~Ilettepwfaced the armounammt of his readymade party by a series of radio speeches criticizing the record
of President Roosevelt's administration. Certainly there is more
t b enough to criticize in that record, and it would come with I
poor grace from the Communists, who have been and continut
to be Roosevdt's most consistent and penetrating critics, to
make any objection in general to the most searching criticism.
But the question is, not criticism in generaI, but what kind of
criticism, in what direction must there be criticism? The progrtssive masses are criticizing the President for his delay in
exppurding relief and public works-LaFollette
rejected the
whole idea of relief and public works, to the applause of the
J m m t d of Commerce, Hearst, Walter Lipprnann, the New York '
Heraid Tribuw, and a whole chorus f
-p.
The progressive masses are criticizing
the itdeq1wcy of his propo~~ls
to meet the most crying needs
of the fourteen millions of unempIoyed-LaFoUette, in common with Hoover, would abolish even these inadequate measures. Thus the efFeot of LaFollette's kind of criticism, if it has
any efftxt upon Congress and the ahhistration at all, is not
ta remedy the weaknesses and shortcomings of Roosevelt's
administration, but to intensify them, and to bring confusion

IaFoUette's new adventure into national politics has been
received with uneasiness and suspicion
of labor, danoxatic, and progressive s
ceived with an enthusiasm, bordering upon the lyrical, by the ,
spokesmen of the reactionary camp. This is the fundamental
judgment of our broad democracy upon the "National Progressives." The uneasiness and suspicion of the labor and progressive camp were not the creation of the Communists. So coddent
were we of the Communist Party of the inevitability of this
judgment, that we 'deliberately withheld the publimtion of our
opinions for a few days after the drarnatic pronunciamentoes
in Madison, ia order that this mass opinion should a M y bt

'
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debitcly registered before we spoke, and that our detailed
analysis should already have in its support the judgment of the
broad democratic front .
Some of LaFollette's friends bave already camplained that
the @verse opinions against his adventure, so general among
progressives, are motivated by jealousy of his initiative and the
prominence gained by it in the newspapers. Such a complaint
is d l y silly! Mho cwld be jealous of any initiative whkh
reaIly advanced our common muse of unity of the people
against the monopolists and their agents? Who would hesitate
for a moment to enthusiastically supany effort which would
further solidify the broadest ranks, or any section of the democratic f mt,or deepen our common understanding of our tasks ?
No one, no sesiot~sImder, and certainly no mass orgzmizationl
And Ieast of all the Communists, whose position as a small
minority party, with no immediate prospects of having majority
support of its special and particular program of socialist reorganization of America, makes it necessary for us to look forward to a considerable perid in which we accept the discipline
of a great nonJCommunist democratic front, the auocess of
which is our only guarantee against fascist reaction, war and
catastraphe. No, it is not jealousy against LaFolletteYspersonality which has brought condemnation against his adventure,
but jealousy for the unity of the democratic front. That kind of
jealousy, vigilantly maintained, is a very necessary thing. We
are happy to see it so widespr&d and articulate. I t is one of the
auguries of victory far democracy in America.
Of course, our former friend, Mr. Notman Thomas, dwrr
not agree with this general verdict of America's progressives.
He sees sotnethg very "hopeful" in the hl'oUette adventure,
mid says it is not only "left" of Roosevdt, but even of the
Cmm~~niist
Party.But then Ntmrlan Thurnas is soco~lfused
in his tiirectio~lsillat he thottght even Lantlo13 wart "left*' of
Roosevdt. He has forgotten completely that elementary lesson
of the g m m - s c h o o l children, that direction is relative, not
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absolute ; that if you go far enough west you arrive in the Far
Fmt; and that if in politics you follow an "extreme left" line
you wilI soon find yourself in the mmp of the " e d e ,right."
Norman Thomas has for a long time, in this sense, been far t&
"left" for the Communist ?arty, and we found it impossible
to reach a common grqund with him on even the simplest and
most immediate problems,
The Progressive Party pf Wisconsin is one of the imporh~t
and advanced sectors of the national democratic front. 1t will
maintain that position, however, only if it sticks to its really
propesdve platform, wry much akin to the Roosevelt New
Deal, and to its farmer-labor base, and not abandon them as'
Phil -LSollate's new adventure would call for. ,Anyone who
knows the Wiwnsin movement can predict that it will hold
tight to its healthy foundations, and further strengthen f hem;
that it will not go chasing after a semi-fascist will-o'-the-wisp,
We would give the same advice to any other skte movement,
w
h leaders might suddenly be inspired by a messianic ddusion. If the .American L h r Party of New York should,
through m e of its leaders, suddenly proclaim a "national labor
party,'' with a platform drawn from his vest-pocket repudiating
everything that had gone before, we would joia in rebuking him
even more sharply than we do LaFollett+kuse
we expxt
mure from the Labor Party leaders. When, in 1936, the FarmerI a b r Party of Minnesota was thinking a f a national party, it
called a national confererrce to discuss the questipn, and when
it found its necessary allies were t ~ o tripe for the move, quite
properly ref rained from any Quixotic and da~nagingInne-wolf
efforts-an example which LaFolIette could well have followed,
and which we of the Communist party fully approved 'at the
time..
The building uf tbe democratic front of the rnajority of the
people cannot proceed according to a blue-print, no matter who
draws it. It must find room to acmmtqodate the widest variety
of hltiative and organization, and make all of them contribute

,

to the common goal. The -ratic
Ntw DeaI wing, the progrcssivt R@lians,
the Farmer-hlnn Party of Minnesota,
the Progressive Party of Wisconsin, the Commonwealth Federation of Wasbiagtm, t h American L a h r M y , h h ' s
Non-Parti- hagut, the A. F. of L.and CI.0. trade unions,
the American Ltagut for Pace and Dcmmmq, the National
Negro CO~grcss,the Amcrium Youth Congress, fraternal organizations, farmers' organizations, the Communist Party-all,
all, have something vital to contribute to the building of the
d-ratic
front, and all must in some way be brought into
effective coIlabration. Yes, even the S d s t Party, in spite
of its c~tastrophiccollapse, if it can cure itself of the sickness
of T r o t ~ i s mcan
, give somding to the great crusade to save
America for democracy and peace. But the condition of all
contributions is this: we must follow the guiding principles of
dunorracy and more dmin our common efforts, and of
unity, ever more unity, in the fight for demacracy and lxace.
It is -use
Phil LaFollette, with his "National Progressives," departed from these 'basic principles, that he found it
possibie to '@I a Lunke" on the Americitn people ;that he won
the appla'use of the camp of reaction ; that he has carried his
brotber Bob with him into a political blind alley; and that the
LaFoIlette contribution to the democratic front, w h i c h might
have been great, has been compromised. In the progressive
movement of America it is not possible to play with fascist
ideas, symbo1.s, and methods. They are completely alien to
American traditions, to American thought, and to American
trends and moods today.
The LaFdlette adventure is unfortunate, and in some ways
t+.
h
t us, homer, salvage from it as much incidentat gain
as possible, by making it an important chapter in the politid
education of the American people.
UNDmTANDIYG THE ECONOMIC CRISIS

The tmnomic crisis in which Ameria is again engulfed h w
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b m e , m s a a d y , the crux of all political problems. A correct
undexstmding of its causes, and of its eff-,
is a premddam
to any effective program for the people; a false undcrsianding
-and estimate of these questions can be found at the bottom of

Phi1 LaFoIlette's misses, as also in the gyrations of Norman
Thomas.
When the economic crisis returned upon us in the summer of
1937, we of the Communist Party issued the slogan : "Break
the sit-down strike of capital." That slogan was profoundly
c o m t , not merely in the narrow sense that monopoly
has d e l h t e l y precipitated the crisis, and intensified it beyond
all precedent, but in the more fundamental sense that the capitalist class, and in the first p k e monopoly capital, is responsible
for this crisis and every crisis of the apitalist system, and cspccially for h i r catastrophic efEects upon the population. Every
economic crisis is the result of the policies of the capitalist
class, for which the apitalists must be hdd responsible. Eapa
dally is this true of the era of monopoly apital. Today this
has resutted in the emergence of the "sit-down strike of big
capital." And the problem of emerging from the present crisis
is, for the people, for the toilers, in the first place a problem of
bfeaking the "sit-down strike!'
Pseud+Marxists f ike Norman Thomas, and professional disrupters Pke tovestone and the Trotskyites, join haads with the
open apoIogirts of monopoly capital like Walter Lippnann in
repudiating alf responsibility of the -pitalists for the econodc
crisis. Phil laFollette dm, si@cantly
enough, saw* fit to
dear the capitalists of aU responsibility for the crisis in his
Madison speech. And all who take this position, whether they
d for retun) to the " f l ~ m k y "
of unrestrained exploitation
as the way out, like Lipprnann;or whether, like IaFollette, they
cover the nakedness of this proposal by mysterious hiats of
some "new" propam to be revealed at a later date ;or whether,
like Thomas, they say nothing will help but the k m d a t c establishment of d d i s - n e
and all procIaim the uselesmts9
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or harmfulness of all measures to protect the p p l e f r& the
results of the crisis and all attempts to force monopoly -pit81
to psi the bills of ihc crisis. Their comrnon denominator is a
rejection of the progressive and demoeratie s-le
of the
people to a p e the miseries of the crisis and to make the
=pitalalists pay*
What causes mills and factories to shut down? It is beau*
they have produced more than they can d l - h t there is
"werpduction." Of course, there is not too much wealth produced a h v e what the people need and could consume; on the
contrary, the smdard of living, never above subsistence level
for the masses, has gone down in the last ten years, not up.
But there is overproduction in terms of what the market will
absorb, in terms of what buyers can or will pay for.
And who are the buyers who make up the market? They can ,
conveniently be dealt with as two main groups; first the mass
of the people, who buy articles of consumption, the bQsic neceasities of food, clothing, and shelter, and a margin of the arntnities of modern civilized Hfe; second, the capitalists who buy
commodities destined for further production, machinery, building materials, and raw materials for all commodities.
What governmental and social policies, directed to stimulating h t h major divisions of the national Nonomy, will seriously
revive economic life? The first division, comrnodities of consumption, has declined, but relatively much less than the whole
economy; and it is clear, this group could not decline much
more without wholesale starvation, because the mass of the
people already Iived close to the tuinirnum line. It is the second
division, commodities of production, capital commodities, which
declined atastrophially, and which is dragging down with it
the commodities of consumption. Here, in the field of purchase
. of q i t a l goods, the field of capital investment, is one of tbe
important keys to economic recovery.
But new capital .investments must themselves be designed
for further produdon, either of articles of consumption or
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rurtaer means cn product~on. We already have produ&qn
W n e r y far beyond the capacity of the m k e t to keep
Before more means of production can be economidly just&
fied, we must first put back to work those means of p r o d ~ t i m
already existing and standing idle ; what is the sense of building
new factories when those we have are standing idle? The
revival of production is clearly dependent upon a grat increase
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of consumers declining? Qr is their appetite
decreasing? Of course, neither is true. Our
population steadily increases, and their appetite for gods
motlnts steadily, their desires increase. But their capacity to
demand those goods in the market is limited by their income,
and their income has been going down. The ally way to expand
this market is to increase the income of the mass of the consuming population, both absolutely and in relation to the total
production of the economy as a whole.
But prtxidy that is what monopoly capital hw deliberafely
Brswentttsd, and thereby deliberately intensified the conditions
for the new crisis. Instead of allowing asl increase of income
for the toiling masses of the population, they have driven down
this income both absolutely and relatively. At the same time,
the income of e t a 1 has been increased both absolutely and
relatively. A few'figures, taken from o&ial statistics, will
illustrate this sufficiently :
The index of fxtory payrolls for r g q was ro6.4 but in
193, after all the recovery under the New Deal, it was still
only 93.2, or a decline of 1 2 per cent. But the index of corprate dividends, taking l g a g as roo, had increased to 111.1, or
almost the same percentage increase as factory payrolls showed
a decline. If that ra per cent had gone to pyrolls, instead of
to dividends, it would a11 have been spent and put more factories back to work, while the capitalists would still have been
as well off as at the pak of prosperity; but because it went to
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would reinvest, that 12per cent was withdrawn from c i r d tion, and the factories tendered idle. The w o h r s were getting
less than m,the -pitalists more than ever, both absolutely
and in rdation to total national income. Piecisely that was what
created the immediate preconditions in the consumption industries for the rencmxl economic crisis.
And precisely that w& the way the capPdisls had planned it,
that was their program, they openly declared that this was the
d t i m they demanded before they would allow the industries to operate at all, that wages should go down and dividends
s h d d go up. The figures prove that they got what they wanted
-ad that as a consequence we alf got the economic crisis.
At the same time, while labor imome declined ra per cent,
the productivity of that labor had increased more than 15 per
cent. Thus kbor had contributed to the capitalist plan for prosperity, not 12 per cent but 27 per cent more than in
prosperity. Still this was not enough for the capitafists. But
the more lahr contributes to the capitalist plan, the worse is
the crisis that ensues.
Monopoly capital's spokesmen, the big newspapers, the National Association of Manufacturers, Hoover, Glass, Vandenburg, and others, try to hide these simple and outstanding facts,
and draw a picture exactly the opposite. They say that in 1937
capital stopped working, not because it wanted to go on strike,
but because higher wages forced u p n them by the C.I.O.and
higher taxes by the Federal Government had made it impssibfe
to cotrlirwre podw#h+tat a profit. They say that what is necessary is lower wages, (and therefore he smashing of the C.I.O.
unions), and lower taxes (therefore more m e s upm the
masses of the people), before =pita1 can go to work again.
They cry out that high wages and high taxes have so impoverished the big -pitalists that the poor fellows are really help
less unless they are relieved of these burdens. They say if the
mass of the population receives les, and the capitalistg'receive
more, that will product the necessary conditions for prosperity
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to come back and the industries to run full blast again, But
thcy lie when they say it, and today most people know they
arc lying. The crisis arises not because the mpidists didn't
get enough of the national +me, but -use
they got ttm
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much, and it ' is the accumulation of their unearned ricks,
stacked high througbout the country mused, that is c w d a m b g
130 million people to starvation in a land of plenty.
If the big industrialists, bankers, and monopoly -pitalists
gmeratly, have their way, this condition will be intensified, not
relieved. The only possible way to improve the situation is to
go the opposite way to that the capitalists want, to reduce the
capitalist share in the national income and divert mort of it to
the masses of the people.
So long as we m a i n within the Iimits of mpitdistn, it will'
remain true, however, that increasing the share of the masses
in the national income will not s u l k alone to restore production, which requires more' dimt stimulation to capital mwstment of the accumulating profits, the share of monopoly cagitaI,
which cannot otherwise be put %ack into circulation again. In
past, or "nwmal," crises, the basis for recovery was peached
largely through deflation of watered capital, through h h p t ues, and through extension of the field of monopoly contml
by squeezing out Iarge numbers of lesser capitalists and middlemen. Today these factors can operate but little; wate* aptd
is '%xed" so that it -not be squeezed out without catastrophe
for the whole &it structure, so that the Government itself
w g e s in maintaining it with subsidies; mouopoIy already
controls so much of the national economy, that the small bankntptcies have but small effect on the whole structure. In 1933,
the first New Deal based itself entirely u p n a new method of
capital dehtioa, namely, devaluation of the dolhr, but the
effects of that measure have long worn off, and it can be
repeated only at the serious risk of uncontrollable inflation.
Foreign investments are p d u d e d by international chaos. There
are only two ways, therefore, in which capital investment ean
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h greatly stimulated t d a y : by the goveinme~~t
itself under- taklrg great building projects of public works, housing, etc.,
and, possibly, by government engaging in large-mle loans to
China, for example, which shodd be expended in the U. S. for
our industria1 pmducts. But in all mses, private individual in-r
vestment is incapable of restoring activity to the basic industries, the production of the means af production. That requires
\
larpscale governmental intervention.
So much for t!le hsic probIan ivolvetl in the first approach
to finding a denloeratic prograni 141 meet the crisis. The simplest
examinatioll reveals that it i s the capita!ist c!ass, and first of aH
the monopoly, capitalists who duniinatt a 1 economic life, who
are directly responsible fur the crisis and for all its ill effects
upon the population. They p l a . ~ t t dit that way. !t was the direct
b
and inevitable result of their publicly-dec!ared program.
The capitalists do have a plan, bttt not a planned economy.
Their planning i s for cutting nne &other's thruais, for m a d y
in produetian, for anarchy in the national economy, a
d for
exproitation of the peopIe. Their plans are incapable of restoring
- iconomic activity in any fundamental sense, hut are capable uf
pi-oducing enormous damage.
If is true in a much more direct and immediate way, Ikoweier,
.
that capital has gone on a sit-rlow~strike, There is a ~~~ornrtiilg
volunp of evidence, from the mouths' of capitalists themselves
as well as from economic statistics, that the crisis would not
have broken out in 1937, and could never have gone so deep in
'such a short time, except for the deliberate and planned action
of decisive sections of monopoly capital, u c h a which was motivated by polisicd and not by purely s t ~ ~ t &d e d m w This is summed up in the slogan of monopoIy capital that what
is n&ded above all is a "return of confidence." They have de- clared their lack of confidence in the Roosevelt Administration,
which rej- their immediate and direct domination in 41 details
of policy. They have declared that they will not have confidence
ill aiiything but a national set-up directly and entirely under
,
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their donlhmtion, and that they will not return to work until
they get what they demand. This slogan of "lack of confidence"
in Roosevelt (and above all in the rising mass movement for
d m m c y in the country) is a $otiricd dog&. Its economic
consequence in the sit-down strike of capital is a politkd sttdae.
No ather conclusion can be drawn by anyone who is willing to
face the facts, and who is not motivated by a desire to conceal
the facts in the interests of monopoly capital.

All the problems of acute crisis face the workers. fanners,
and city middle classes of the United States. Although the economic index has not reached the low point of earIy 1933, unemployment already approaches the peak figures, due to the rapid
increase in productivity of labor especially in the last few years.
Comparing the situation in the worst years of the last crisis,
from 19- to r 932, with that of the new crisis of 1937-38, it is
necessary to note some important changes in the relation of
forres, changes which give the possibility for quite a different
and more favorable outcome of the present situation.
In the period 199-32,the trade unions were stagnant and on
the retreat, while the basic and.mass-production industries were
largely unorgarlixed. In 19$ the trade unions have more than
doubled their mpbership, have broken through the anti-union
barricades of manopoly capita, and are filled with fighting spirit
and a consciousness of power.
In 1929,the labor movement was unconsciousof t l ~ eneed and
possibility of organizing the utlemployed and caring for their
needs. In I@, the unemployed have an important organization
and movement of their own, the Workers' Alliance, warking
with the most important trade unions which are keenly alive'to
the needs of the unemployed and are learning how to a r e for
In 1-32,

the working class was dominated by a leadership
upon the catastrqhic collapse of living standards as
=9
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unavoidable in the conditions of the crisis ;in 1 9 sthe workin&
class is conscious of the power to halt the collapse of theiJ
living standards, and are determined to do so.
In 19-2, the Federat Government gud most State and I
d
governments were unconditionally in the hands of monopdy
capital and executed its policy of pIacing the crisis burdens cornpIetely upon the shoulders of the toiling masses. In 1938, thq
Federal Government and an increasing n m k r of State an4
i
d governments are the scene of struggle against the camplet4
domination of monopoly mpital, have assumed the obI'tgation ta
guarantee that no one shall starve, haw established the principle
of unemployment and old-age insurance, have guaranteed the
right of the workers to organize in trade unions, and haw m
tablished the principle of governmental aid to the ywtb for,
work and education.
In r92g32 the toiling masses were almost completely without
palitical representation or independent political organimtim. Id
1938, the toiling masses in their large majority have broken
with the political leadership of monopoly capital, have brought
about a hsk political realignment, with monopoly capital and
its agents and dupes on one side, with the masses of the people
an the other, and are rapidly building their independent ~ r g q i
kations, and moving toward a united demoeratic f runt.
In rg2g-p, the dominant political trend of the country was
represented in the figure of Herbert Hoover. In 1938,the dom-,
inant trend is symbolized by the figure of Franktin D. R o o d t .
All these changes represent a shift in the relation of forces in
favor of the workers, farmers, and city middle classes against
their exploiters.
On the other hand, must be registered the undoubted fact
that monopoly capital has strengthened its hold on the economy
of the country, extended its field by squeezing out most of the
e n i n g small people, increased its share of the national in-,
corn, and is moving rapidly toward a concentration of all its
political forces with the determination to regain complete and
30
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direct gwemrhental power at all costs, as under Hoover, even
to the destruction of our traditional demwratic system. Meanwhile, the democratic front has not been fully united and stabilized, its .unity is threatened from many points, and the
independent poxtical organization of the workers and their
allies is only in its first s w s .
Ail of whicb sums up to a higher stage of struggle, in which
the baktle lines will be more far-flung, and their issues more
dcdsivc for the whole future of our country and of the world.
The toiling masses have won important positions and advanced
their lines, they hdd important levers of power in their hands.
But thc enemy is calling up all reserves, is more united, and
Ued with a desperate determination to break up and disperse
the democratic camp before it Ean realize and use its -endous
potential power.
The very fact that tht democratic mass movement of the
people has advanced, at the cost of monoply capital, renders
more acute the danger of the reactionary amp, with its enor-

mous rwerve farws, moving to fascism.
The danger bf faxism, that is advancing outside the borders
of the United States, is arising with extreme acuteness within
our country.
That is why the resdutions before this Convention place
in the very center for your consideration the following :
The chief task before the working class, and therefore,

above all, before the Communists, is to &feat the offensive
of finance capital and block the road to fascism id the conditions of the developing ecmomic crisis. To achieve this
aim, it is necessary to unify and consolidate a11 labdr and
progressive forces into one single democratic front. This
demands the strengthening of all economic and political ore t i o n s of Iabor ;the building of the C.I.O., the organWm of joint action between the mims of the A.F. of L.,
the C.I,O. as well as the Railroad Brotherhoods, especially
in the forthcoming decticms, leading toward the achievenatnt of full trade union unity, labor's initiative in gather-
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irtg the farmers, the middle classes, and all progressives into ..
the general dmacratic front ; and to defeat all efforts ta J
split this front by -time Republicans opwating behind ,
a progressive shield."
TRE PROGRAM OF THE DEMOCRATIC FRONT

-,

The demmratic mass movement fising in the United States
must not only be o-zed,
it must also know quite definitely
where.it is going. It must have a program. A mass movement
without a program would quickly be divided and smashed by
the forces of reaction, opwating with demagogy, terror, and
Red-baiting, and brought under the control of the fascist el*
ments. The pragranl of the demmatic front is of the 111ostvital
importance.
such a program that the tleni~craticf rant requires cannot be
merely the random gathering together of the delnatrds of
particular groups, but must be hammered out into a consistent
set of measures which are adjusted to one another, and meet the
national situation as a whole. At the same time the program
must base itself upon the most deeply-felt needs and demands
of the various strata of the population, the workers, fanners.
and city middle classes.
The program must be such as the majority of the people
already understand and support, must be capable of rallying the
majority of the pople behind it ~unu.That means it cannot be
a fundamental program of the socialist reorganization of knerican society, for which as yet not even a considerable minority
of the masses has been won, not to speak of the majority. The.
socialist reorganization of our country is not yet on the order
of the day as a practical political problem for the majority of
the people. What is required, therefore, is a systematic series
of measures, of a progressive and democratic character, which
can be formidated and put into operation within the h i t s of
the present capitalist sc&WSeveral points of such a progmn have found expression in
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recent speeches af President Rwsevelt, and some are formulated more or less adequately in measures adopted or before Congress, although it mtist be emphasized that Rmsevelt's admiiristration is far from realizing a rotlnded program, and even
falters and fails on many points of its own pronouncements.
The legislative platform adopted by the C.I.O., and favored in
whole or part +by most of the A. I;. of L,coincides with and
fits into the mnception of such a rounded program as we seek.
T h phtf oms of the various independent poIitical organizations
of the Goad democratic movement furnish additional material
for such a unifjling program for the whole democratic front.
In the resolution presented to this Convention we have endeavored to bring dl the essential features of these various
expressions of the democratic ~zlassmovement into a systematic
skeleton program capable of rallying the majority now. #We
have gathered the chief measures that would constitute such a
program under four main heads, which I want to discuss briefly.
Under the first head are measures to protect and improve
wages, hours, and working conditions of the industrial, workers
and all wage-awners. This is the necessary starting point for
any consistent pmgressive and democratic program. It is already
established, m its essential features, as nationat policy with
the support of the overwhelming majority, although its realization is only begun. It requires t h selfqrganizatio~~
of the worku s themselves in trade unions of their own choice, the right to
which must be more effectively protected by law. The National
Labor Relations Board must be protected and strengthened, and
its powers more c l d y defmed, in order to stop its emasc.uIation
by a reactionary judiciary. The principles of the Wages and
Hours Bdl, now before Congress with the support of the entire
labor and progressive movement, must be established in taw,
and the "floor under the wage led" systematimlly raised higher
while the "&ling over hours of labor" is systematically lowered
in aceordance with haeasing praductivity and the necessity of
putting more unemployed back to work. Such measures atready
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]lave the support, in their direction and maiu features, of the
majority d An~erians.
IJnder the second head are measures to utilize the nation's
huge accumulation of available wealth, now Iying idle, for providing work nr relief to the jobless, to improve and extend the
social security laws, farm relief, and the pramntion of social:
improvements st& as slum clearance, protection of home
owners, building of playgrounds, schools, hospitals, mmmunity
centers, public works, parks, low-cost housing, public h d h
services, etc. The size and scope of such a "public spending
program" should be limited only by the numbkr a€ idle hands
that need to be put back to work, and the amount of idle wealth
that now is choking our economic life and which must be put
into circulation in order to create greater wealth for the nation.
Such measures, conceived in this sense af utilizing all the idle
resources of the country, rntist also contain a fimdf i o p m c
which really goes after the idle wealth and finds it; it requires
the full application of the principle of taxation h e d Icpon ability
to pay, which means that taxation must be lifted off the consuming masses, and placed upon capital and income, especially
upon idle capital and income in the higher bmckets. Already
such measures have the support, in their main features and
diredon, of the great majority of Americans.
Under the third head are measures to defend and extend
the democratic rights of the people, to make them more effective,
to deveIop democracy further, by promoting national unification
and strengthening the powers of a national d k r a t i c government, a d to reclui~rfor democracy on e c o n o d f o u d a t k n by
limiting the power of big -pita1 in the government and economy
of the country, by atending democratic mntrol over economy.
Such measures would operate through curbing the autocratic
power of the Supreme Court and the judiciary generally ;legislation to control the trusts and mmopolies; stack exchange
contr01; aationalizatim of bank%railways, and munitions ;moratorium on debts of farmers and small property owners which
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threaten tMr expropriation until other measures to relieve them
are found ;price regulation under demmratic control ; public
and cooperative marketing facitities ; improvement and dem-

oc~~tizaticm
of the agricultural, farm, and soil conservation
laws, and so on. Under this head also cume the anti-lynching
bill, aMtion of poll taxes and other forms of disfranchisement, and the establishment of national electoral standards.
Already such masures, in their main features and d i d o n ,
have the support of the great majority of Americans.
Under the fourth haid are measures whereby the United
States would assume her responsibility for world leadership in
organizing world F e . By utilizing our present privileged position of immunity from danger of immediate attack, by biding the road to faxism within our country through the measures
outlined under the first three heads, by throwing into the scale
of world affairs the unexampled economic resourres of our
country, which approximately equal those of all the rest of the
world combined-by such measures our country can vindicate
its proud claim to leadership in world progress, can best protect
its own democracy and w e , and a n prevent the threatening
world catastrophe. The first steps in such a positive peace program, sufficient to decisively improve the whole threatening
world situation, are well expressed in the O'ConneIl Peace Aci
now before Congress. It provides, quite imply, for the implementation of the Kellogg Peace Pact, solemnly pledged by all
the governments of the world, by distinguishing between those
governments which observe that pact and those governments which violate it, denying to those who violate the
pact all access to American economic resources while keeping
American markets open to all who observe their obligations
mder the Pact. Such a policy was given historic expression in
the famous speech of President Kotrstvelt in Chicago, last &toher 5, in which he called for the "clttarantine of warmaking
governments" which are a~dangrringthe peace of the whole
world, althpugh the practical policy f 01 lowed in Washington
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continues along the b m h p t and dismdited line of isoldio
and a false neutrality. There is every sign k t such a positi
peace policy is gaining the support of a great majority of A
h;
among such signs.arr the Gallup polfs on the Japanes
invasion of China and showing 75 percent support to Loyafis
Spin, the broad sweep of the boycott movement against J
aneae goods, the tremendous wave of mass demands for
lifting of the embargo from Loyalist Spain, the'mass popula
of the Lincoln Brigade volunteers in Spain, the N&
the statements and resolutions of the A, F,of L.lead
unions of the C.I.O., resolutions of the majority of
ganizatians, with the exception of the Catholic Church, and
on. Within the past year, there has been an enormous swin
away from the old isolationist moods among the masses ;th
is now sharp realization among the majority of the people, tha
the only sure way to keep America out of war is by assdng,
American leadership in organizing world pee. Such a p m ~
program is a necessary and inesmpble codusion to the gea-8
d program of the democratic front.
Such a rounddsut program contains all the elements im-8
mediately necessary to meet the problems of the nation, by
maintaining and improving the standards of life of the whole:
poptllation, defending and extending their democratic rights,.
and defending and organizing world peace. There is an essential.
harmony between dl of its parts, which do not contradict or2
defeat one artother, but on the contmy btxome each more practi& and f ruitfuf when supplemented by the others. And, above;
dl, such a program has the enormous advantage of already,
having the sympathy and support of the great majority of the)
American people.
What is stif1 missing is the existence of broad mass orgad=-.
tions of all the workers, farmers, and city middle cbssa,
prising the progressive and democratic majority of the pea&
to el,&e
a d fight for such a
The people have a:
right ta demand and they do demand such a program. But that5
$3
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They also have tht duty to 6ght decisively for
such a program.
Under the conditions prevailing in our mtq,where &a
broadest m a w s are stiII plitidly unorganized, where the organized unity of the democratic mass movement around its
MWand inevitable program is still to be achieved, the beginnings of the development of a red People's Front against red o n , f a & m and war lie along .the path of struggle for each
and every point of such a program,
the winning of the masses
.
and their orgadations to conscious adherem the pmgratn
aa a whole, the development of the broach& cullaboration and
common action in face of the common enemy, and to secure that
in the d n g Cwgressional efectionsall progressive and dun*
-tic f otcea shall bt united in support of a single candidate for
& elective o h , in order to guarantee the defeat of the candidates of =&on
and monopoly capital. This elemen* and
fundamental unification of the dmmmtic mass rnovemcnt of
the peopIe, around such an eIementary and fundamental program as we have outlined, is the task which we have called the
3
O$ t h D
~ m o d Fm&. It is the sure road toward
the next stage in which we will d i z e the solidly-organized
Pcople's Front for democrav and p c e .

h L B O ~en-

11, Organizing Victory for Progress in the
1938 Elections
LECTIONS for Congress, the whole House of Repscntatives and more than onc-third of the Senate, and
many State administrations, occur next November. The
primary elections within the major parties, already over in
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a few states, continue through the next' months up to thd
middle elf September. These elections will be a major test
of strength between the two main political camps in the

colmntry,~freaction moving toward bscism on the one side
and of progress and democracy on the other, The two vital
political camps cut across the old party lines, and therefore
the dtmggle in the patty primaries becomes equally hportant with the fiaal elections, Already in 1936, the mdin
body of the democratic mass movement had shifted to
support of the Democratic Party in most places, and nationally ; while the main camp of the reactionary forces formed
around the Republican Party. There are still, however,
some progressive groupings under the Republican Bag,
here and there ; while, under the Democratic flag is a d o l e
organizer1 wing in alliance with reackioiz, and fighting for
official control of the Dernwratic Party. Both these features
rliust he kept in mind in the Garhination d the detailed
problems of making the 1938 elections a victory for progress
and democracy.
The outcome of the 1938 elections w i H determine the
immediate direction of policy of the United States, on
domestic and foreign policy, in conditions of national and
world crisis. Clearly they wit1 inff uence to a great degree
the alignment for the Presidential election of I*,
and
thereby the whole ftiture of America and the world.
l Iie reactionary forces, and especially their General
Staff in Wall Street, are fully alive to the importance of
t I ~ celections. They arc calling up all their reserves, they
are mobilizing every resource, to split the masses in the
clemocratic front and, through maximum unity of the reactionary forces, to drive through to control of the n a t i o d
government.
If the carny of reaction is to be defeated, if victory is t o
be won by the people, the democratic camp must be equally
united and mobilized. T o secure this resuIt is the major

..
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historical task of the nlonient for the American people.
is the major task before the working class. It is tSle&C
the central task of the Communist Party, which has no
interests that contradict those .of. the American people,
which has no interests apart from the class interests of.
the workers.

,

UNITY OF LABOR 1N TEE DEMOCRATIC FWONT

Out resoIution declares: "The main objective of labor
must be to secure at all costs bhe defeat of the candidqtes
of reaction and fascism. For this purpose labor must strive
in every way for the unification of all democratic forces
behind a single progressive candidate for each office." .
~oasiderir&the itill primitive state of organization of

--

the democratic camp, the struggle it is stiIl conducting .
w i t h the Democratic Party against the Right wing which
seeks control, the presence of progressive groupings here
and there in the Republican Party, the incoppleteaess of
labor's own independent organizations, and so forth, this
task calls for the utmost of flexibility in gathering tclgether
all forms of the democratic mass movement around such
candidates as will most surely weld the majority together
and most fully advance its cornmat1 program,
Thus, within the democratic camp which is only in
process of being brought together and organized, a decisive
role will be played by the working class and its independent
organizations. If the dernmratic front is t o be built successfully, then the working class must itself display a
maximum of organization, activity, and mass influence.
T&is is the best guarantee for welding the unity ol the
demomatic b1o.c of workers, farmers, and middle classes '
and all their various oganieations.
To the degree that labor is moving forward unitedly as a
powerful force, to that degree will the unity of the broadest.
masses of the democratic front be consolidated and sealed
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against all the disruptive forces acting for the m t i o
camp.
The ornr:ty of labor in the 1938e l d o n s is absolutely ~ e s s a r y
for the unity uf the masses of the pcople to defeat Wall
Street, the economic royalists, the reactionaries who would
destroy our democracy and peace.
Unity of labor in the elections is also the most promising
channel at this moment to prepare for the more fundamental unity of all trade unions into a single, united,
powerful American labor movement. It is the most deeply
felt need of all organized workers, A. F. of L. and C.I.O.,
'
as wll as the Railroad Brotherhoods, and all their various
political o r g d a t i o n s .
I
What labor unity can achieve in the elections, and how I
necessary it is, was well illustrated in Congress by the I
course of the Wages and Hours Bill. While labor forces
were squalhling among themselves about the particular ' form of ~e Bill, the reactionaries were able to scatter the f
1
support for the principles of the Bill on which dl progresdves were agreed. But as soon as labor united, even behind an +perfect B i 9 the chances of its adoption in &is session .'
immediately became bright. The same situation will exist
in hundreds of electoral districts for the Gongressional elec- ..
tions. If labor is split, then the whole democratic camp
- i
will be demoralized, and reaction will march over us to a
cheap and easy victory. If labor is united, then the whoIe ,
democratic camp will gather all its forces, and victory will ..
be on the side of the people.
r
That is why our resolution emphasizes :
A

ci

"It is thw%forr the most wgeM c m w w tark wrd duty
of fk C.I.O., A. F. of L,Lnbofs Now-Padsaw L m ,
asrd the r d ~ u a du h to make csrtairP that Iabot acts
n d d I y h thse 4d e c b . In this m y it d l a m r e
tk c m m w n a t h of t k d m o d c+
m a d o l e for
tks d#fW of r~&lr a d fwim,"
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DEVELOPING THE C O N G W S I O I A L P L A T m H

We have already dealt at some length with fhc funda: mental
program which is growing out of the democratic
I

mass movement, and which needs to be knit together into a
rounded whole, generally accepted by all sections of the
democratic front. In examining the specific problems of
the rg# elections, it wiIl be necessary to set all poss&le
forces into motion to crystallize that program as much as
possible in a concrete Congressional platform within each
electoral district and State. It will be necessary to express
that platform in slogans, which can reach and be adopted
by the widest masses, as the true expression of their own
demands and understanding. It wiI1 be necessary to identify
these slrnns, as much as possible, wilh specific Bills and
ltgislative projects, which propose to apply them' in one
form or another.
The slogan "For Jobs, Security, Demwracy and Peace,"
is thc general slogan which sums up the whole platform
which we .propose for the .democratic front in the elections.
A whole series of more specific slogans are required to
express @hisprogram in its various aspects, to bring it
closer to the daily needs of life of the people. Our resolution
hts some 17 such concrete slogans, and doubtless tht
thousand delegates to this Convention, from their rich and
varied experiences in the mass movements of our & States,
can add another hundred slogans to the list even more
detailed and comprehensive. The slogans we 'have presented
should be considered only as examples of the mast central
and general aspecG of the democratic pIatform, expressed
in slogan form for the broad masses.
Slogans which express in a popular but concrete form
the essence of a political program are the very life blood
of a democratic mass movement. They are the sharp edges
of the weapon of political organization and struggle. They
41
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are the guarantee of papular control of the movement, its
organizations,and its leaders. They are the battle cries that
rouse the masses from their apathy, and fill them with
courage,and fighting spirit. They are the 0ags under which
the armies of the people are rallied to fight against and
defeat the reactionary camp.
Consider for a moment the first slogan cited in our resoTution : ''Break the sit-down strike of big capital l" Consider
the important role this slogan has already played. Last
fall, when the new economic crisis was beginning to spread
its catastrophic effects among millions of the population,
bhe reactionary camp launched its campaign among the
masses to make them believe that the crisis was the work
crf Koosevelt and the progressive policies enacted under his
leadership, and of John L. Lewis and the industrial union
movement of the C.LO. They hoped, with the blows of the
crisis, to drive away the masses from a progressive program, to break their unity, to drag them back to a bankrupt
and discredited Hooverism. They summed up the essence
of their political offensive with their slogan: "It is a Rumevclt-C.1.0, crisis." And it must be confessed that in the
confusion of the first weeks of acute crisis that followed,
the reactionaries made headway; that was trhe secret of
their successes in defeating the program of the special
session of Congress in November, and later in the regular
sessio~i in getting the undistributed-profits and capitalgains taxes largely repealed. Their offensive registered for
a few weeks dangerously among the masses.
How-did we meet this offensive? Of course we expfained
that it was precisely the l~aliciesof Hoover, to which the
reactionaries wanted the country to return, tlhat produced
the deepest crisis of history ; that the capitalists, by their
own sabotage of recovery, had brought back the crisis upon
us; that the work of the C.I.O. and .the progressive legislation was the only buffer that prevented the crisis from
4Q
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bringing back all the miseries of Hoover's regime. But bbe
reactionary offensive was, only fully met and defeaw
among- the masses, when we fount1 the slogan that expressed all this in i t s sharpest form, a slogan that everyone
could understand at mlce, rememher. and repeat t o a11 his
feliows. That slopar~was: "The dig capitalists have gone
on a sitdown str%e; break the sit-down strike of big

capital."
It is important to note that the Communists did not
invent this slogan.We captured it, ready matle, from the hig
capitalists hemselves. They urged the slogan to organize
.the strike; we used it 'to break @hestrike. At the very
moment they were broadcasting t o the masses that it was
a "Roosevelt crisis," among themselves they were openly
saying that "Capital must defeat the trade unions and the
New Deal by going on a sit-down strike." They were so
incautious as to allow some of these remarks ta appear in
their financial journals, and on the financial p e t s of the
newspapers,.which the masses are not supposed to read.
But we seized upon ~heseremarks, spread them broadcast,
and turned them into the slogan of the masses far the
fight against the crisis and its effects. And the masses understood. They took up the slogan so effectively, that in
a few more weeks all the spokesmen of the democratic
camp were calling for struggle against the "sit-down strike
.of capitaI!' From the rnoubhs of the capitalists themselves
we received rfie slogan for the mass struggle against them.
Or consider another slogan: "Quarantine the Warmakers." President Roosevelt coined this slogan in hisfamous Chicag'~speech last October. It' made history, probably beyond his expectations, because in this phrase was.
caught up and crystallized the rising aspirations of the
masses of the people to iind some alternative to t&e obviously bankrupt policy which, under the name of "neutrality," was actualIy making America a partner-in-crime of
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the warmakers. The masses had been deeply pondering the
question, they were ready for. a great decision to find a
new way; this phrase struck home, and fixed the decision
in the popular mind. From that moment the swing of the
masses away from the old isolationism was decisive. H a
was an excclIent example of the power of the right slogan,
fclidtously phrased, when broadcast at the psychological
moment.
tl
TQe other rsIogsns in the resolution before you art more
1
sober, and reflect more directly, without 5mageryg the
programmatie ideas to be expressed. We have not yet
{
found, for all the people's demands, the "winged word"
!
which carries &hemimmediately to every corner of the Iand.
But they are good, substantial sIogans, for all that, and
have been doing good service. They will probably have to
work for some time yet, before they are superseded.
"Jobs ar adequate relief for every worker," is a concise
arpression of the derndd that the government assume -. full reqwnsibility for those conditions of life which are
outside the control of the individual, the family, and $he
voluntary assocations of the people. That responsibility is
now established, it is accepted by the government in principlt. But it is not, $y any means, adequately applied in
life, in the practical work of the Administration. The present Recovery Bill, now winning its way through Congress,
is a bshted a d tarcirrl recognition of this slogam Even
this unsatisfactory measure, however, required the stirring
up of the whole country to ptevent its sabotage and dismemberment at the hands of the reactionary Tory coalition.
The unity of probarn q r e s s e d by our slogans, and the
interdependence of its various parts, need to be explained
in our electoral agitation, and the full meaning of this
1
brought to light Thus, consider these two "Break the
profiteering monopolies whit h rob the people's food
basket," and "Guarantee to the farmers possession of their

1
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land and prices'corresponding to cost of prodactio~''What
are the facts behind these two slogans? That the mass d
the people are pay* high, monopolistic prices for their '
foodstuffs, while at the same tim'e the producer of food
upon the farmsis receiving less &an it costs him to operate,
+d thus is in danger of even losing his farm, his means of
production. The explanation of both facts lies in monopoly
capital, controlling the marketing and processing industries,
drivhg down prices to the producer and driving up prices
to the consumer. 'Irhis same monopoly capital explains to
the city population that the farmer is the cause of high
prices (and taxes also, with his demands for relief), and to
the farmers that it is the city population (especially the
workers, with their trade unions, high wages, short hours,
etc.) who are responsible for his troubles. All reactionary
politicians, agents of monopoly capital, sing this contradictory duet out of their double-dding political songbook.
With these two slqgam as text, we ofthe democratic camp
can give the same explanation of their problems to farmers
and workers? together with a common program whereby,
through unity, they can find the solution.
e n d so we could go on, down the list of slogans, to illustrate their relation to the needs of the people, and to a fundamental and rounded-out program which can meet the
national and international situation for America, and solve
our most immediate problems. With these examples, we
must pass on to our next questions, for our time is limited.
Let wery one of us master bhe democratic program, and
the slogans that express it, in order t o become masteragitators among the people.
Much of this electoral platform, and many of the slogans
expressing it, are already acceptable to all $he prwessive
and democratic sections of the population, and their various
organizations. T h e election campaign provides the best
' opportunity to implant the whole program deeply among
45
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tional scale. A National People's Legislative Conference
becoming ripe, and shouId be discussed everywhere, with
e idea of convening it at the earliest possible date whic
romises a representative gathering.

heir political direction from Wall Street. W e must not

ith the reactionaries so desperate. The power of the pres

learn how to reach the whole population with our mes
of the democratic fronf.

,

O R G A N I Z I N C T H E D E M ~ R A T I C F a O N T L NT H E E L E ~ I O N S

Our resolution points out that "the organizational expressions and forms of the democratic front will have to
be flexibly adjusted to the concrete situatian in each State
and congressional district." There is no organizational
scheme or blueprint that can be applied everywhere to
bring about the desired end-unity of all democratic forces
behind a single candidate for each office. There are differences in the maturity of the wide variety of peopIe and
organizations that must be l>raught together; tbere are
differences in the class relations; there are different historical backgrounds ; and there are different electoral Iaws
both for prin~~ries
and final elections. All these differences
~ i i u s tbe carefully taken into account in searching for the
organizational forms which promise the maximum of demacratic unity against the camp of reaction and monopoIy
ut of the experience of the mass movement there have
sen four main types of mass organization, in or around
whi& it has proved possible to rally the majority of the
voters. These are :
( * I ) The type of Minnesota and Wisconsin, of entirely
independent parties, the Farmer-Labor Party and he Proressive Party. These are already established as majority
parties, in p w e r in the State government. Here the task
is to root the parties more firmly among the population, by
extending their organizational foundations among the
masses, particularly in the trade union movement; by clarifying tmheir programs and mobilizing the masses in their
of the American Labor P
dependent party organ iza

'

ance wibh progressive groups in and around the old parties;
and against their reactionary wings. (3) The type ofthe Commonwealth ~ederationof Waihington State, which gathers all the mass organizations,
not into a new party structure, but into a federation that
operates through the Democratic Party primaries. In many
places this type tends to merge with Labor's Non-Partisan
League, under special state names of various sorts.
(4) T h e type of Tabor's Non-Partisan League, which
unites primarily bhe trade union forces, and then works
through the Democratic Party primaries (sometimes also
the Republican) in alliance with various other progressive
groupings, and when unsuccessful in f i e primariek sometimes puts forward independent lzbor~rogressivetickets.
The very heart oi all these various types of organiaationsl foms is the effort to secure t~nitedaction of the
unions of the C.Z.O., A. F. of L., and Railtoad Brothtrhoods, and around the united forces of labor to gather all '
other progressives, in support of a single candidate for
each office.
Communists must give bheir firm support to whichever
form of organization prbrnises the broadest and firmest
unity, We must actively participate by our advice and
counsel in securing a united opinion in support of the form
adopted. We always find it possible to subordinate our o w n
opinions to the majority when our views are not accepted.
The Communist Party also participate&*through its members and also directly if the opportunity, presents, in the. ,,
democratic choice of candidates to represent the democratic front. Communists may also be considered far such
candidacies, wherever such action will contribute to the
necessary unity and electoral success of the whole demoeratic, front. We consider that it would be to the best
interesb of the whole democratic movement, for the devel*::
opmcnt of the working class as well as for our own Party,

'1
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if among+the candidates elected to the State IegisIatnres
to Congress there should be also Communists.
In most States the Communist Party will nominate ib
own ticket, in order to be able, where the reactionary can
didates squeeze out all progressives on other tickets, to
guarahtee that the field will not be monopolired by the
reactionary camp, that under all conditions there will be
candidate and ticket representing trhe democratic front.
Wherever the progressive forces unite around another candidate, the Communist Party candidates will be withdrawn.
O u r resolution gives a clear lead for all our electoral
work in 1938 when it says :

1
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L~"The Communist Party will not raise as an ultima?
tive condition its official and formal recognition and
admittance into the democratic front. T h e Party will
work energetically to establish the precondition of
such official recognition by its democratic allies at the
earliest moment, through winning their confidence and
respect by means of effective work of Party members
in the trade unions and other mass organizations, participating in Labor's Non-Partisan League, etc., and by
the direct work of the Party in independentIy advancing the common cause."

_
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IPeace Policv

ITIS

impossible to deal properly with a single issue of
our domestic fife in America, except in the light of the
immediate menace of a new world war, a war which wouId
surely be a hundredfold more destructive than the last, a

,

in which civiiization itself is threatened with destruction. T h e fight for peace is, therefore, of such transcendent
importance that this report would be incomplete without a
fundamental re-examination of the issue. World peace is a
national interest of the United States,
T h e United States occupies a unique position in world
affairs. It possesses approximately half of the effective
economy of the world--accumulated wealth and machinery
of production. Xt occupies a privileged position, in that it
is not immediately threatened with aggression frum without
its own borders, and therefore has much more freedom of
action than any other country. Jt has the ear of all peoples,
and, by %oldqnd cIear declaration of policy, has the possibility of rallying millions and tens of milIions to its support
throughout the wodd.
I t is doubtful that world war can be avoided, that its
fires can be fulIy extinguished in Spain and China and
Ethiopia, that world peace can be maintained, withoat the
effective participation of our own country in performing
war

that task, a common task of all progressive, democratic,
and peace-seeking peoples.
The people of the United States are faced with a terrible
responsibility--and a tremendous opportunity. But our
government in Washington hesitates and fumbles the probfm. Openly recognizing its responsibilities, and the clear
path along which alone they can be met, in practice it
goes from one ineNitude and cowardly blunder to another,
and cantinues a false and hypocritical "neutrality," the
bankruptcy of which it has itself proclaimed.
No longer is it possible to coli~plainthat the issue is not
clear, that the path ahead has not 'been mapped, or that the
mass= of the people do not finderstand and would not
support a positive policy for peace.
The fundamental features of such a peace policy have
been clearly formulated by President Rooscvelt in his slogan
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"Quarantine the Warmakers," and by Congressmm O'Connell in his Peace Act now 'before Congress (H,R.'Sq), .
which puts that slogan into the detailed and legal t e r m s
of a legislative enactment. This slagan and the principle
of this .4ct have already won the support of large masses
of khe people.
The foundation of surh a positive peace policy is the
Kellogg Peace Pact, whereby, under the leadership of the
United States, all the governments of the world have solemnly pledged themselves to abstain from war as an instntment of national policy. What is required is simply the
implementation of that Pact, by establishing the identity
of those who violate it, cutting them off from all access
to the American economy until they cease their violation,
and offering moral and economic cooperation to all who
maintain their pledged word, and especially to t h e victims
of war aggression. Such a policy, and only such, can truly
" h k e the profit out of war" and thereby maintain world
peace. Only such a policy can preserve democracy within
the United States.
Around these simple, easily-understood, and incontre
vertible principles, a great mass movement is already arising. It is our task to organize this movement with su&
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ficlministration
breadth and power
in Washington
that it will be
to impossible
hesitate andlonger
fumble
forwith
the
the fate of the world. The American League for Peace and
Democracy represents the best-organized mass center for
this movement toward a positive peace policy, and must
receive full support.
The United States must take the lead. This is our responshility and our opportunity,
We have put all the arguments of the "neutrality" advocates under the microscope and analyzed them. They all
sum up in surrender to fascism at home and abroad, and
complicity with fascism in the destruction of civilization.

5=
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Thtrt is no need for me to repeat this work in the present
fepwt. It is a11 ia your h d s , m the pamphlet Co11certtd
AeWPP w Isdhhn: Which IS the R o d t o Pgacer and
in the record of the debate with Frederick J. Libby on May
4th, published by the N m Mmses. These dmments are the
basis of this section of my report to the Convention, and
your acceptance of this report will constitute your approval
of them.
All the opponents of our peace policy, as their final argument, resort to the words of Cain: "Am I my brother's
keeper?" Faced with the mutilated bodies of millions of
victims of the warmakers of fascism, they propose we -1,
follow the example of the Pharisee, described by Jesus
in the parables, who "averted his eyes and passed by on the
other side of the road."
We can declare with a calm confidence that our country
and our people :wilI never adopt these examples as our
guide in intercourse with the other countries and peoples
of the world.
Against the shameful slogan of "neutrality" between the
fascist warmakers and their victims, we raise high as the
guide for America and her people the immortal words of
Karl Marx :

"TO windicafe the simple laws of mrdr and j d c ,
whkh o u g k to govern the relations of p n ' i ~n d~W d ,
a~ the rlrles pammwnt of the intepcourse of d n s . "
F
For this policy we will win the majority of the American
-people, in ever greater numbers and determination, until it
is fully carried into life by the government of the United

States.

There is no need to restate here in detail our immediate
.practical tasks 'in the struggle for peace. What must be
emphasized, however, is that the more eEective struggle
9.
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for this program is the road to winning the massea for a
positive peace policy.
And in the fist line: more aid to the Republican
mcnt of Spain-olitical,
material and moral. The rnobilintion of wider support and assistance t o China against the
Japanese invaders and oppressors. Wide and intensive agitation among the American people in favor of the Ethiopian people and against the fascist oppressors and despoilers. The rallying of the most active support of the Mexican fi
people in their hbtoric endeavors for national freedom and
for the extension of democracy. And with it all, the further
consdidation of the masses of the American people in
support of the peace policies of the Soviet Union.

-

N.We Extend the Hand of Brotherly
Cooperation to the Catholics
ITWIN the camp of democracy are included the
W
majority of
members of the Catholic Church.
We Communists
hand qf
cooperation
great

the
extend the
brotherly
to them, and express our pleasure to find ourselves fighting
shoulder to shoulder with them for the same economic and
social aims. The Catholic community, comprising about
one-sixth of the American population, shares fully all the
hardships and aspirations for a better life of our whole
people. This community, because of its exceptional social
organization, raises.certain special questions for the democratic front,and therefore for the Communists also. Let as'
briefly consider the most important of them.
53

First, let us look at the relations between Communists
and Catholics. It must be admitted that they are many
and we ate few, that as compared with over twenty million
Catholics there are less than ro per cent of that number of
Commuaista and their sympathizers. Thus, if there wereany social conflict of interest between the two groups as a
whole, Catholics would outnumber us ten to one, and we
would be in a very unfavorable position. And the point is,
that certain persons are working very hard to create a
conflict between Catholics and Communists, a conflict which
is not of our choosing at all, and which, insofar as it exists,
is founded on misunderstanding or misrepresentation. W e
want to clear away all misunderstanding, and refute all
misrepresentation, in the interests of brotherly social relationships.
Questions of religious belief have nothing to do with this
problem. True, most Communists are not Catholics,
although a growing number of the latter are joining our
Party, But this is true of five-sixths of Americans, who are
also non-Catholic. True, also, that most Communists profess no reIigion at all, and subscribe to a philosophy which
finds no room for the supernatural element in solving social
and eco~~ornic
problems, although in this matter there is
no dagmatic obligation in Party membership and we haqe
a growing number who retain their church affiliations. But
this also is no cause for conflict between us, for 6mrnunists scrupulously respect all religious beliefs and avoid
a11 offense against them, firmly upholding complete religious freedom and toleration. 'If our views contain error,
according to the standards of Catholic doctrine, such error
con differ only in degree from that of five-sixths of all
Americans, who are also in error according to those doctrinal standards.
~ u e s t i o nof
i ethical standards are no foundation for any
practical differences between Catholics and Communists.
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True, Catholics as a whole turn to the doctrines and dogmas
of their Church for formulation and justification of ethicat.
and moral standards, while Communists 'base their standards wholly on the needs of society, but in practical life,
among the masses, it all comes to h e same thing, justice,
truth and fair-dealing between man and maa
Questions of family and social morality furnish no practical division between Catholics and Communists, accept
in the same degree that they may divide Catholics and all
non-Catholics, as in the question of the social permissibility of divorce, and so on. Contrary to much slander distributed by reactionary politicians in Catholic circles, the
Cr>mmunists are staunoh upholders of the family. We consider sexual hmoraIity, looseness, and aberrations, as the
harmful product of bad social organidon, and their
increase in America today as Iargely products of the crisis
of the capitalist system, of the demoralization among the
upper classes which affects the masses by contagion, and
we combat them as we combat all other harmful social
manifestations.
Putting aside, then, matters of religious belief, ethics, and
family morality, which have been the subject of the broadest misunderstandings, as matters on which there can be
no more difTerences between us than exist between Catholics and all non-Catholics, at least insofar as concerns the
-estaiblishment of normal brotherly relations that should
exist between all members of social groups, there remains
the whole field of poiitkd gwsstiow, of political relationships
and programs.
According to our unde~tandingof Catholic doctrine-Catholic authorities may cdrrect us if we are wrong-the
Church as a religious community cannot be committed to
any specific political party, and political program, nor even
any specific economic and social system. Whatever may
have been the cast in the past, or in other countries, at
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least id modern times and in America, as we understand it
the Church as such, as a religious body, leaves political
affiliations of its members to their free choice as citkcas.
We know, of course, that in the past this was not the case ;
that bhe Church heirarchy fought as a body with honorable
exceptions, against 'the rise of the bourgeois-democratic
system under capitalism, and condemned as mortal sin
any democratic
affiliations; we know that in certain backward and undeveloped countries this has extended
even into modern times, as in Spain; but in the advanced
countries, as in. France and the United States, for example,
we understand that the free political choice of Catholics
among all parties and programs is not hampered by the
imposing of any re1igious doctrinal restrictions. We understand that no Catholic can be refused the consolations of
his Qhurch on account of affiliation with the Republican
Party, the Democratic Party, the Farmer-Labor Party,
the Progressive Party, the American Labor Party, or the
Socialist Party. We understand that this applies also to
the Communist Party.
If this understanding is correct, it would be a public
service for Catholics to make it clear to everyone. We have
drawn these conclusions from our study of the issues as
they arose in the United States during the r@ election
campaign, when Al Smith, a prominent lay Catholic, was
candidate for President, and was subject to much unfair
and unArnerican attack on account of his religious aKliation. If we have misinterpreted the rehtions of the Catholic
Church to American politics, we ask our Catholic neighbors, in the most friendly spirit, t o offer us precise and
detailed correction in the spirit of brotherhood.
Quite another matter is the question of how Cabholica,
as individuals or as members of social organizations, align
themselves on political questions. We understand that most
wealthy Catholics side with the reactionary camp in poli-

ss

gnfluence among the clergy; and we have witnessed in

the 1936election campaign quitt a serious conflict of loyaltics among the Catholic masses as between RooaevtIt and
'mostof their lay and clerical national leaders. But when
we witnessed the overwhelming majority follow their
loyalty to the President, we were confirmed in our belief

that at least in the United States the Catholic Church is
n6t operating as a political unit, that Catholics retain their
political freedom of choice. And when we+sawhow Catholic
workers were quite free to disregard the pressure of many
priests, AOtried to keep them from joining the trade
unions of the Committee for Industrial Organization, we
were further confirmed in our opinion,
Some Catholic spokesmen attack the Communist Party
because it supports the government of Republican Spain
against the fascist uprising which operates chiefly with
Moorish troops and Italian and German armies of invasion.
They say the Spanish Republic is anti-Catholic, and rhat
'by supporting it we are attacking the Catholic Churoh and
religion everywhere. But the Spanish Republic is not antiCatholic-that is even more of a lie than the story that
Tt is r Communist government, for there are a few Comrnunists in the government of the Republic, hut there is
no anti-Catholicism T h e Spanish Cabholics divided in that
struggle; the rich and with them most of the higher,dergy,
went over to the fascists, and betrayed their country, while
the poor went with the Republic. I know Franco's apologists
claim that the poor people in his territory support him, but
X also know that if this were true he would not find it necessary to sell his country to Hitler and Mussolini in return for
atmies-the poor are always ready to fight their own battles, and the poor exist in immense numbers throughout
Spain, NO, the Communists are not against the Catholics
in Spain ;we support them, the great majority who are the
IF
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poor people, against their disloyal shepherds and their exploiters and oppressors.
Some attack the Communists because, hey say, in the

Soviet Union the Communists destroyed CathoIic freedom
of worship. But the Roman Catholic Church never had
freedom or equality in the old Russia; under the Czir
there ruled the Greek Orthodox Church, a part of the
Czarist State, a bhoroughly corrupt and reactionary institution and a political machine throughout its organization.
1 am sure there must exist a great deal of Roman Catholic
literature, of pre-1917 origin, explaining in detail what a
monstrous corruption of mankind the Greek-Orthodox
Czarist Church was. Only as a result of the rise of Soviet
Power were Roman Catholics given equality and freedom
of worship in Moscow. Surely, there is little for Catholics
to complain of against the Russian Communists.
Speaking in Baltimore a few weeks ago, I took the occasion, while discussing some of these questions, to criticize
a certain h k , F a t s Abed CO&&,
written by Rev.
Edward Lodge Curran, president of the Catholic Truth
Society. I ,pointed out that this book was not only permeated with falsehoods, but was also dangerous to the sexual
morality of the younger generation, by its printing of lascivious writings, falsely attrhuted to the Communists. I
have been reading Socialist and Communist literature systematically and assiduously for 32 years ;I think I can c l a g
to be something af an authority on the subject; but never
in my years of reading have I ever found anything in hat
literature remotely resembling tihe indecent document
which Father Curran reproduced most shamelessly in his
book as characteristic of Communist views on sexual morals. The only things approaching it I have seen in print
were the apocryphal tales about "nationalizatioi of
women," printed in the Hearst and similar papers in the
early days of the Russian revolution, and d~oroughlydis58
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credited among all intellectuaIly honest people. T41e publication of such documents, backed up by the assurance that
millions of people believe and practice such indecencies,
will surely do more harm to youthful morals than Father
Cturan can remedy by his implied disapproval of the things
he printed. I seriously question the propriety of discussing
Communism in such fashion, especially if it is done by a
priest. I t is not in the interests either of truh or of Christiauity.
Father Curran sent me a telegram of protest against the
published notices of my speech, which telegram he released
to the newspapers. But in it, he did not mention my miticisms of his book, either to defend it or to correct himself.
If Father Curran wishes to pursue this matter further, I
will be glad to submit h i s boak and my criticism of it to
an impartial jury, composed of churcrhmen, half to be named
by himself and half by me, for a verdict as to which of us
is correct from the viewpoint of public morals. If the verdict
is against me I will publicly apologize t o Father Cman,
wbile if it is in my favor I will expect a similar public
apology from him. If he refuses this offer, I will consider he has decided discretion is the better part d valor,
and that he lets my criticism stand by default.
In pursuing this question, I am interested only in eliminating falsehood and bitterness from all discussions between Catholics and Communists, and placing such discussions on the plane of that Christian brothethmd and charity
which we of no religion appreciate as social, 'virtues.
Many Catholics have joined their voices to the anti-Cornmunist campaign charge that we are un-American because
of our afliIiation with the Communists of other lands. That
sort of argument will not carry much weight among C a b
lics, who are quite accustomed t o thinking of themseIves
as members of a community that transcends all national
boundaries, and who at the same time consider themAvebl
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just as good Americans as any one. But it is unfortunate
that some of the Catholic clergy tty to wieM this double
edged sword against the Communists, obIiviaus of its
danger to the Cabholic community in Ametica, as well a
t o the health of our public life generally. Surely we in
America have had enough of the A.PA., of know-nothingism, of the Ku W u x Man, of all those obscurantist i d e e
logits which set Protestant against Cabfidic, Christian
against Jqw, white against Negro, nationality against aatiohality, and race against race. We of the Communist
Party fight against every manifestation of such reactionary
and anti-social ideologies, from which Catholics have been
among the chief sufferers in America, and we offer our
cooperation to the Catholics to scotch them wherever they
show themselves.
Fascist reaction is the only camp that gains fmm the
spread of these obscurantist ideologies. Catholics, whose
hearts are Weeding for their fellows in Nazi Germany and
Austria, should remember that Hitler rose to power on
the wave of that same "crusade against communismF' to
which they so lightly give their support or toleration in
America

Fascism threatens not only the tabor mwement and the
Communists. It threatens everything progressive and decent in human life. It threatens to destroy freedom of
reIigioa and the church, Catholic, Protestant, and Jewish.
Surely in the face of this terrible menace, which hovers
over America as well as Europe, we should a11 rise above
differences to join hands for our common salvation, just
as we would to meet some terrible natural calamity.
Every word that T address to the Catholics applies more
or kss t o the other religious communities in America. We
speak these words in deadly seriousness, with a full sense
of our responsibiIities in the hour of deepwt crisis the world
has ever passed through. We extend the hand of brotherly
cooperation to the great mass of democratic Catholics.
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V. Building the Mass Communist Party
HE
under
by this
T
the prdlems of
entire
working
of
whole Amerian paople. The tasks
are
problems

consideration
American

Convention are

dass, and
the
we
tackling we
gigantic. The most essential instrument for performing these
task^, the one without which we cannot make even the smallest
beginniw, is our Commmist Party. But our Party, despite its
polibl and organizational growth, is still far from adequate
to the historic tasks before us.
Tbis fact places squarely before us, with a11 urgency, the question of building our Party into a M y mass party trdncd in

thc
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Marxism-leninisrm All the necessary conditions are prescat,
if we know how to use them properly, for accomplishing this
task

We have a working dass, awakened

to consciousness and

growing ia organidon and experience. We have a situation
-'of sharpening dass relations and class struggles. W e witness o
I rapid expamion of the influence of our Party among the masses.
-Wehave recently tested w r recruiting power in a special ampaign, during which, in the course of a few months, we inmead
our membership by 50 percent. W e have, with the assistance of
our friends and allies, established two new daiy newspapers in
the English language, as our special contribution to the democratic front. The National Party Builders lcongress in February
disclosed a great w d t h of new active workers and leaders of
great capacity. All these things have pmyed that in the past we
m d u a h a t e d our m r c e s , and the passibilities they provide
far the building of a truly msss Party.
.It may be of vatus b establish a backgmd for thisqtiwtim
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by reviewing a few key figures of our Party growth. Let us
look at the figuresof Party membership in rgzg, the first year of
the crisis, at the Eighth and Ninth Conventions, and today at
the Tenth Convention.
In 1%
we had about 7,500 members ;the Young Communist
m
e about 2,500; or a combined strength of some l o , m
members.
At the E'ighth Conventia, in 19% we had approximately
ag,ooo members ; the Yomlg Communist League about 5 ,om;
or a combined stretigth of some 30,members.
At the Ninth Convention, in 1936,we had approximately
40,members ; the Young Communist League something over
I O , ~ or
; a combined strength of some 50,members.
Today, at the Tenth Cmvention, w e have approximately
7~;ooomembers ;the Yotrng Coinmunist League sornethitig over
;K),OOO ; or a combined strength of more than 95,members.
These figures testify to a healthy growth, to vitality, to a
substanda1 prugrcss. I altl sure that we are all happy and proud
of our Party. But the worst thing that could happen to us would
be to yield to an attitude and m o d of self-satisfaction and
complacency.
W e must face tile harsh fact that the present tempo of our
Party's political and organizational growth is still far to slow
if we expect to meet the needs of the working class, to play
our proper role in solving the problems of America and the

histork tasks we have assumed.
History is rtrshing ahead with the speed of those modem
seven-league boots, the automobile, the airplane. the radio. The
forces of reaction are gathering for the attack with all the speed
of modern technique. The tinie factor is now dwisive. W e are
engaged in a race against time.
It is in this sense that we must approach all the problems of
Party building. We must completely abandon a11 the old stad
dads that had their origin in the days of smatl groups, the days
of 'kndicraft" and make-shifL We must establish new , stan-
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dards, open up new horizons. We must embrace millions in the
scope of our work, and that means we must quickIy embrae
hundreds of thousands in the scope of our Party o r b t i o n .
A11 our energy and attentinn must be centered on the politid
and organizational consolidation and strengthening of our Party.
This is an organic and key part of the task af building the demo- cratic front, of defeating reaction, of making our c&nty into
a stronghold of demmmcy and peace.
IXCREASLNG THE PARTY MEMBERSHZP

The special recruiting campaign had the object, not only to
bring a certain number of new members into the Party, but also
and especially to reveal our unused potentiality for recruitment
and to establish recruiting as a continuous process and activity,
inseparable from every phase of the Party's ma= work. W e
are not annotlncing a new "campip" of recruitment beeause
we want this to be permanent, not a "campaign," activity.
We are entering a national election campaign. This must at
the same time be a recruiting campaign from beginning to end.
It must k extended through the big industrial centers, and from
them to all the smaller cities and towns, and into the countryside, and wherever the campaign goes, Party organizations must
be established and strengthened.
Recruitment must aim not merely at nu&r but, ahw dl,
at q d i t y , being d i e t e d primarily to bring into the Party the
best elements of the working class, those closest to and most
trusted by the masses, the roost capable, loyal, and energetic,
those most tested in the practical struggles of building the mass
movement. Spfxial attention is required to recruiting among
the workers of the basic aad mass-production industries. Without neglecting in.any way the impartant task of strengthening
the Party among all workers, among white-collar and profess i d groups, and city middle class elements, the Party must
always and everywhere keep in the center of attention the workers in the most important industrie~.

Most of our State organizations are esptxhlly d among
the farmers. Yet the agricukurd population plays an important
rob in wery State without amption, From this Tath Convention we insist that every State Committee take up in systematic and sustained fashion the recruitment among the farmers,
and consistent dimtion of their political activities, drawing the
fanners into ever doser relations with the workers and the
whole demmtic front.
Recruiting activities must be combined not only with the
daily political campaigns, but must be wmpanied by education
and training of new members, of fitting them permanently into
the Party life, of engaging them in Party work without overburdening them with heavy and unsuitable assignments. .
' The full unfolding of inner-Pa~~~y, and its politid
enrichment by close connection with mass work and systematic
education, with the application of American methods of work
with which the masses are most familiar--these are the preconditions for keeping our recruits, for doing away with the
losses among new members, who drop away because they do not
find their proper place in our ranks.
FOR A HIGHER QUALITY OF WORK

Constant improvement in the political effectiveness of our
work, steadily rising qudity# is demanded by the growth of our
Party into a truly mass party which can influence millions. The

key to all progress is the constant stntggle for improvement in
the quality of our work
W e are learning, but must learn htter and more quickly, how
to organize and extend the independent mass agitation of the
Party, together with the deeper education of the masses in the
teachings of our great guides, Marx, Ezl,gels, Lenin and Stalin.
We have begun seriousIy to popularize among the masses our
rich inheritance of American revolutionary and democratic traditions, linking it up fundameatally with our full Party program. We have begun to infuse real vitality into our slogan:
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"Communism Is Twentieth Century Amerimnism." But we
must empbasim that this is only a beginning, that a tremendous
work is stilI to be done, that the whole mwement must be permeated with it, that from top to httom our Party must not only
repeat our slogan, but must reflect its spirit in every wora tuld
act. We must not only cluim, but we must prove ourselves
-thy
of the claim, to be the best representatives at once of
i m t d h d sorid& and of Amerdca~t~rt.
W e have made progress in unmasking the true character of
the Trotskyite-bvestoneite groups, as agents of reaction and
fascism, on the basis of their activities abroad as well as ill
America. But much more needs to be done, in order t o cornpletely isolate them and destroy their disruptive influence in all
working class snd progressive organizations. Vigilance to detect every manifestation of their influence is called for, wit11
the ability skirillfully to expme its true nature as splitting and
disruption, with persistence to carry each struggle through to a
favorable conclusion.
3 t is not enough merely to repeat, what is absolutely true, that
Trotskyism and Lovestoneism are agencies of fascism. It is
necessary to discover and expose these agents of f axism in the
daily work and stntggle for the democratic f rant and for building the Party. He who conhes himself only to repeating the
formulo but does not practice alertness and vigilance in discovering and exposing the enemy is n d protecting the interests
of the masses, the interests of their organizations, the interests
of the Party,
Among the methods practiced by Lovestoneism and Trotskyism, when trying to penetrate other organizations, induding
our Party organizations, is the method of disguise and amow
h g e . These agents of the enetiiy do not as a rule parade asTrotskyites and hvestoneites. # the colltmry, they try to hide
their real face by dl kinds 'of s & a t m . Thq. simutak and
pretend. They endeavw to stimulate disruption from under
cover. They will .lie quiet for a long time waitjng for the oppor-
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tunity to deliver the blow when in the judgement of, their fascist masters it will count most
The method of worh of the Trotskyite-Lovestmeite di
rupters was long ago described in the words of the classid
coupfet, which runs :

"Damn with faint praise, assent with civil leer ;
And without sneering, others teach to sneer."

Mfe would be guilty of the mas; serious negligence, of sriminal negligence, if we were to ignore all these things. Especially
after all the experiences that the labor and progressive movements here have already had with the disruptive machinations
of the Trotskyites and Lovestoneites, after a11 the experiences
of the peoples of the Soviet Union, of Spain, of France,and of

Mexico.
Vigilance and alertness must not be allowed to become a
phrase with which even the enemy can cover himself. It must
become an ingrained attitude, displayed in practice, in the practice of identifying
Trotsky-fmvestoneite enemies through
all their disguises and c d a g e s , of exposing these enemies
before the people, thus accelerating the consolidation of the
demmtic forces against the offensive of reaction and fascism.
We ,not
permit ourselves to k easy-going in this matter
on pain of serious losses to the masses and their progressive
movements. And the first condition for a serious fight against
Trotskyism and Lovestoneism on the part of every Party member is the wholehearted appli~ationof the Party's line in the
Iif e and struggle of the masses, good and successful work in the
progressive organizations of the masses, the winning of tbe cm4
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.fidence of the masses and the building of the Party.
Mass circulation of our newspapers, magazines, pamphlets,
and books, i s the infallible masure of the consol~dationof our
' gro*
mass influence. Tn spite of some improverneuts, notably
in thi e+ablishmcnt of the two new daily papers; in the steady
g ~ o ~of
t hpamphlet circulation, in the rise of circulation of The

6k
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and The Comnwn& Iutematiowi, it yet r&
a
fact that wwss &&tion of t b ppdsrted word lags considerably
behind the growing role and iduence of our Party. This is
one of the weakest sectors of the front of Party work. It must
he remedied if we are to move forward consistently,
Constant atteniion to improving the contents of the Party
prm needs to be accompanied now, above all, with serious expansion of its circulaticm. This is an especially acute problem
with the press of the national group, as with all their work
generally, which has received far too little attention in the past.
It is in the circulation of our most important newqapers,
however, that we are alarmingly backward. The Do* Worker,
Sunday Worker, Doily Record and People's World are already
of a quality sufficiently high, notwithstanding all needed bproyemwts, to justify a circulation ten times that which they
now have, All the conditions am.present to justify us in demanding from every State organization the rapid expansion of
the circulation of these papers. It wiU not come spontaneously,
It must be organized and. achieved. This must k done by our
Party organieatioas. A really mass circulation is the indispensable instrument for realizing our immediate aims,as well as
the bistoric tasks facing the working class movement.
Cmw&
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L E A m H I P - - I T S SELECPTON, PROM DTIOH, EDUCATION,
AND VERIFICATION.

Commdst Party policy depends for effectiveness upon the
Ieadiag personnel which must translate it into Iife. Our policy
can never rise above the political level of the Party Ieadhg
committees. Our resolution, theref ore, very emphatidly "places
before the Central Committee and the whde Party the problem
of selecting, promoting, educating and carefully verifying the
leading m n n e l of the en& Party."
Comrade Dimitroff gave us basic guidance in the selection of .
leading personnel at the Seventh Congress, which we should
again repeat here. H e set four standards which should guide all
67

seiectio~lof Ieadersblp, nf those who mttst assume the main responsibility for detailed guidance of the Party and the working
class. These four standards are :
I. Absolute devotion to the working class, loyahy to the
Party, tested in struggle and under the enemy's pernutian.
2. Closest possible contact with the masses, with the toodesty
of d l real mass leaders, for only if the masses accept a person
as a leader can the Party do so.
3. Ability to make decisions, to find the correct course independently, to take responsibility and initiative.
4. Discipline and steadfastness in the struggle &ailinst the
class enemy, as we11 as against all deviations from the Party
line ; immunity to n~oodsof panic and pessimism ;the ability to
work collectively and weld the Party forces into a monolithic

-

(

unity.

In these four basic standards for selection o f leadership, you
.*
will note there is no mention of indi-e,
or techniel q u a l i f i ~ t i o n s tov write and spak well.
individual abilities may be transformed into dangers and liabilities; hut given these four characteristics, all needed technical
bilities can be developed through guidance and education.
Pronlotion of leading people, selected on this basis, needs tt.1
be carefully adjusted to the degree of maturity of these four
characteristics, and to the practical experience of exercising
them, plus all the technical abilities required to give them full
effectiveness. Upon the basis of such careful consideration, we
now need a policy of bold promotion of new and fresh leading
people in our Party.
We propose to make the education of our leading people, their
Marxist-ZRninist training, a centra1 task of the whde Party.
This shall not be confined to the members of the Central Committee, md the State leaders, but extended to a broad new circle
of leaders for the States and sections, and for Party leaders in
the mass organizations, trade unions, peace, youth, Negm, farm,
68
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d h d , wonim's, religions, mtiarlal groups, md ather or&

-htions.
The.chahnets for such eulueatiom and training are varied We

L
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k s t mknd and improve rmr system of schools, from the Nat h d Tmining school, which b just fmishd its -nd
sixinbnth full-time course far sixty students, through the State
fidhizig Schools, to 1 4 week-end and night schools far Idh g p~ople,down to the Workers Schools, open to all comers. We
'must develop and pr~llishour own American text hooks for
tB#e s$hoola We lhust raiw the standards of curriculum and
iastmktidn.
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€ha broader sde, this work mu be carried out through
Sgmkt and- periodical conferences of leading people, for diseti&ion of spcial problems and fields of work, arefully
hepared and fed by the Matiomal, Stale, and 1-1
leading cam6ttees. Every membership and committee meeting should be
pl-ed
to introduce some feature of political education.
Finally, systematic self-education rwt be made a habit
among all Ieading people of our Party. Planned reading and
study by iy individual, suppleinented by individual consultations and help ammg his a s d a t e s , is the universal form of
e d d i o n which we need to establish throughout our Party.
T k basic works of Marx, Engels, Lmin, and Stalin, should
become famili to all of'us, as necessary to our' daily tife as
the air w breathe. The writings of the founders of .American
d-cy
s h d d bc at nur command, and we Communists
shodd make Thomas Jeff-,
Tom Paine, and Abraham Lioooln live again in Arneria. We should become experts in American hi-.
and understand d explain it better than anyme
@e, W e should constantly study our own Party document& and
q$vw leave them to gather dust on o w shelves. W e are the
bearers of American culture and civilization, and must use e v q
Four to qttrmlify o 4 w . s for that, noble and historic tole.
AU rhrwe who assume the responsibility of leadership miin
our movement thereby submit th-lves
to the constant i m p &
,&?
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tion, criticism, and verification,of the whole movement,No o m ,
having pined a leading post, can rest on his laurels and drift.
Above dl, no one a n bc allowed to degenerate, to grow sladc
and indifferent, a d to faU victim to corruption or the influence
of ideas from the enemy camp. Mow, when our Party has
emerged from its old isglation, when it is fully in the strsam of
a great mass movement of the Ameriean people, when it is exposed every day to the impact of open and masked enemy influence-now,
more than ever before, our Party needs constant
vigilance, constant re-examinationof its leading people, constant
verification of their fundamental: plitical health and soundness.
A Communist leader must k,like Caesar's wife, above rsuspicion. He must be an example to his fellows, and to the masmr,
of the best qualities of the working class and the M c m
people. He must inspire and maintain d d e n c e among the
masses. He must be the steel link that binds our Party immutably with the toiling people.
PARTY WORK IN THE MASS ORGANIZATIONS

The tasks of building the democratic front, and promoting its
program, are found most concretely and pressingly in the .mass
organizations, embracing many miUiogs of members. Each of
these organizations has its own special tasks, for the more effective performance of which Communists must strive. Therefore,
it 1s especialIy the work of the Communists within these mass
organizations that must be re-examined and Jmprwed, politically and organiationally.
Our Party members are to be found in the widest vari& of
mass organizatioqs. In the trade unions of the A. F. of L,,the
C.I.O., and the Railroad Brotherhoods, they are at work; in
the Americsn League for Peace and Democracy ; the Workers
Alliance; the Amwican Youth Congress; the Natiod N w o
Congress; in the .farm, cultural, fraternal, religious, professional, and other organizations, and in hose of the national
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We set as the aim of all Communists in the mass o r w b
d m 8 to contribute more effectively to their work, to buildkg and
cmddating them and p e r v- i n ~
t
dements. We set as our aim to win the complete trust
dence of the progressive leaders and dl members of
organizations. We &I upon the Communists to assume
more consistmtly their share of all the responsibilities involved
in building and &noting these organizations. Upon the basis
of such modest and energetic work, we expect all Communists
to broaden their e o n ~ o n among
s
the members, to win them

All our work must be directed to these broad aims. Anvthing
t w i n t t t f e r c s w i t h d .
F.xprierire has shown that for the Communists to work in the mass
mpdzationg on the basis of clossd f v a e h , whose decisions
arc binding upon its members, often creates sus~icionsamong
sohw members that the Communists have some se~arateinter&
M their own ;such suspicio~sare cultivated by reactionaries
*
a m enumes o f t u n i s t Part? At the same time, exwit&GTliEiiLZiGGKai Sic6TGctions are not n ~ d e dSQAClish me aims o s u r work in the mass organizations, which
i$ n e n r a1
-s-e--&
yno - n
with the aims of the ma(s
of-tk memhrship wthout distinction of political o~inions.
Tkefore. we haye for some time-been djrecting our members

I

THE NECRO LlBERATiOW MOVEMENT

From its inception our Communist Party has been guided by
the wards of Karl Mam: " b b with a white skin can never
be free;while labor witb a black skin is branded." For many,
years we labored, giving our utmost mopration to the most
advanced Negroes in their efforts to arouse a new l i h f i o n
movement among them, giving our energies to winning the white
workers and democratic masses to alliance with the Negroes to
fight for that equal citizmsllip so vital to white and black alike.
At our Ninth Convention we couId note hopefully the foundation, a few months k
fore, of the Matianal Negro Congress.
which a s s 4 the task of gathering tagether such a liberation
movement. Today, at our Tenth Convention, we can declare that
the National Negra Congress is beginning to realize its tasks in
a serious way. It has become the recognized spokes~nanfor the
Negro masses, and the instrument of their unit; vvith the white
masses. It was largely instrumental in achieving a broad organization of Negroes into the industrial unions of the C.I.O., and
permanently influencing that body toward a correct attitude to
the Negro workers. It has formulated the demands of the Negro
people in such clear but restrained form as to win the attention
and respect of the brmdest masses of the population.
We must continue to give the National Negro Congress our
heartiest support. We should help it to solve its organizational
pmblms, of linking up closely together in practkd coopetation
all the multitude of organizations of the Negroes, pressing ever
more stubbornly among the general labor and demo[:ratic: organizations the full recognition of the Negro and his problems, as.
the condition for the advance of all.
Recruitment: of Negroes into our Party, and their training
for leadership, have made some advances in the p s t two years,
but we can by no means be satisfied with what we have accomplished. Constant attention to this question is necessary, constant
s e l f e i t i d examination of our work. Let the wtstanditlg em72

tribudons ta our Party of Co~nrarleJames Ford be a constant
mmhder to every one of us of thi? great reswrces.wgting for
aur Party among the Negro mass~s.We have been called "the
Ntgro Partyn by our enrmief in the &uth ;we repeat again that
we ctaim this title as a badge of honor. But let us deserve it by
serious recruitment of Negro members.
T B B NATIONAL GROUPS A N D THElR ORGI\NIZATIONS

)

!'
I
I

President Roosevelt recently reminded a gathering of the
Daughters of the American Revolutial that in America we are
dI hcenaed from revo1utionaries and i-grants.
Our differences are only in the n u i n k of generations that separate us
from our i m m i m t ancestors, Ametica is the great Melting
Pot,into which has 5een paaired the people of all rams and
lands, to produce what wc d l the American p p l e and create a
new nation.
A large portion of our population, perhaps as much as onethird, have combined their Americanization with the maintenance of a communi'ty life and consciousness basetl upon their
n a t h d origins. They have m a i l ~ t a i dthkr original languages,
in addition tu mastering the Lwmmon language of the country,
because it carries for them so much of their cultural inheritance
which they w d d preserve, atid i s the medium for their revoIutiotwry and dernrxatic national traditions which they treasure.
These national commtmities or groups are an integral and established prt of American life, which has been enriched by
them. Every political party in America must, and traditionally
did give the most d o u s attention to these national groups.
After a period in which our Puty has tended to neglect than,
this TeatL' Convention must sharply d l the attention of the
w i d e Party to the national groups ai~dthe problems of work
among them.
The most numerous and imporbant of these groups are the
Iwins, h m s , P*
J ~ S south
,
shvs, and the swish73
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speaking peoples. They account for many millions, and include.
especially a large propdon of the workers in the basic hdustries, and the largest industrial centers.
Our Party has organization and a press antong most of
these national group. But with few exceptions, it must be admitted that they do not work well, they tend to lag Wind the
Party as a whole. They are still ai3ij e d more or less with sect a h outlook and methods of work. They are poorly integrated
with their national groups as a whole, and especially poorly
linked with the life of the whole Amerimn people.
It is necessary to bring new life into this field. The national
bureaus directing this work, together with the language press,
must be carefully examined, renewed, strengthened, and brought
more closely into the Iife of the whole movement, and under
the guidance of the Central Committee. They must become
powerfd forces in the Iife of their communities, must revive
their progressive and national revolufionary traditions, and especially through the trade unions and fraternal organizatiom
draw their national groups fully into the broad movement of
the democratic front. The Central Cornittee is determined ta
establish more effective guidance of the work of the national
groups. The same task faces every State Committee of t h e
Party. In the great American melting pot the national groups
conmiute, and will: continue to do so, an important part of the
composite Amerimn demoemy, which can and must be brought
in& the democratic front, and their most advanced sections into
our Party. This is a task of the en& Party.
PROBLEMS OF THE FARMERS

One of our most cherished ambitions saw the beginaings of
its redimtion a few months ago, when the Farmers' Union,
b b r ' s Non-Partisan m e , and the C.I.O. represented by the
Agricultural and h e r y Workers Union, signed a compact
for consultationand joint work on all issues affecting dl group.
Such cooperative wmections must be extended down below
74

on a 1 4 and district d e thruugh~utthe aountry, and embrace
all the organizations of the mrken ,and farmers. The working
9 claawr needs to understand morr shaPply that the fight for the
' needs of thc.fmcrsis one of thc planks in their own platform,
and that it must be carried on in unity with the farmers. It is
the task of wr Party to educate the labor movement on this
issue.
The big majority of farmers, the ones who till the soil by
W r own labor, aot by the hired l&r of others, are faced with
inmasing -1ties.
A growing number are tenants, already
dispossessed. of ownership of the land; another. latge part are
&ply mortgaged, and pay tribute to the capitalists beyond their
strength ;a11 of ttrem suffer from the market monopolies, which
keep prices low in the countryside and high in the cities ;most
of.thcm are unable to realize from their produce an amount
equal to their cost of pduction.
I
fn 811pptbg the farmers' demands for measures of relief
, and solution of their difficulties,--the struggle to democratize
; the d n g mian legidation and its administration-we
, need to =h and become acquainted with a much wider range
of the farmi?rs' organizations. Most of the farrners are organ, ized in one form or another. Not dnly is there the National
Grange, the Farmers Union, and similar bodies, but also and
more imprtant there is a broad network of Farm Bumus and
their agents, and specialized organizations of farmers dealing
in a -Ie
crop. Most of these have been neglected by Iabor and
the dammatic organieatiom in the cities. Tbere should be
constsnt study and work at this problem, to tie up the city and
the countryside in the close bonds of a common struggle tc.

:

W4 the dem-!tic

front.

I

WORK AMONG WOMEH

W e have often raninded ourklvea that women constitute
ollphdf the population, in order to spur w r still lagging work
of winniag them for our Party and the labor and progressive
75

movement. We must begin to be more concrete now, and re^ognize that the masses of women are kcoming active, organk- ,,
ing themselves both in the general Wies of men and women, as
in thc .trade unions, and in their own women's organizations.
Among the millions of politidly awake and active women y e
need to make much more progress than has been the case up to
now.
Allaw me to cite one emnple of the .politicaI maturity of the
women. The Young Women's Christian Association recently
held a national convention in Columbus, Ohio. This is the U. S.
section of an international organization, with branches in 50
countries, almost as many as we have in the international Communist movement. Their Convention expressed a definite
progressive and danocratic program, for social and labor legislation, for cooperati011 in building the trade unions, and so on.
It went on record for U, S. cooperation with the peace forces of
the world, to apply economic sanctions against warmaking
government$,and to lift the embargo from LoyaIist Spain. Ody
two voices were raised in the Convention against this pace
policy, w h i i mrresponds so closely wit11 that which we adv*
cakeand one of these opponents was a "socialist"and the other
an open reactionary. The convention resolved to initiate and
support efforts to secure equality and opportunity for the Negro
people, to support the struggle for thdr civil rights, and support
Iegislation against lynching. Clearly, in this mganizatiml there is
already a great gathering of progressive women and a capable
and clear-headed leadership. Here is a most important sector
of the women's movement. We must pay much more attention
to it.
A promising moverne~~t
is developing around what is c d e d
the "Women's L-harter,"a systernatic formtdation of the spacial
needs and dema~~ds
uf the women. Arising primarily frum the
trade unions, at~dthe Wunlen's Trade Union bague circles, it
is seeking to associate all women's organizatioirs on the basis pf
a generaliyacepted progressive platf o m . With the proper
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assistance and promotion, much good could come from such a
mavemult.
Rmwjtrnent d women into active membership in our Party
has qclvanced in aome distticrs since our Ninth Co:lventioa.
New York is perhaps the leader in this respect, far I understand
that some 39 p m t of its members are women, a higher proportion than two years ago, when our membership was half as
big. Every State needs to look to this question. Just as nations
are judged as to their degree of civilization by the standing they
accord to women, so will our State Patty organizations. be
judged as to their p o i i t i d maturity by, among other things, the
amber of women brought into active membership in our
Party. Included in 'this task is the accompanying necessity for
selection, promotion, education, and verification of leading personnel anlong the women,in the most serious fashion.
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TnE PARTY AND THE YOUTH

-

Nowhere has the rising democratic mass movement been felt
more deply than among the youth. In fact the young people
have been ia the vanguard in achieving a fundamental unity on
a national scale, with the rive uf the American Youth Congress,
now in its fifth year and already embracing the large majority
of the o r p i r e d youth of the l a d . By its fight for the Youth
Act, the American Youth Congress paved the way for the Youth
.-Idministratian in the New h l , which, inadequate as it has
been, has been a tremendously important protection for hundreds of thousands of young people from the worst disasters
of the crisis. It succeeded in eliminating most of the reactionary
fatures from the C.C.C. camps, and helped maintail1 then1
against tlc: attacks c ~ ftlic rerrctiolmries. It has givm the broad
masses of yuuth a fut~cla~~e~~tal
education and traittitig ia drniocracy aild progress. It has prevented the crisis frtn~rshattering
the morale uf the yottng people, has in~rntulixettthem agaiust
die poison of fadst ideology and moods, and made of the

n
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younger generation a force for'dmmcracy and peace.
We a be very proud of our Young Communist Leagae that
it has from the beginning, small as it is, been a living force m
the broad youth movement, and the decisive factor in protecting

its unity from all attempts that have been made to divide and

scatter it.
The Young Communist League is growing, but st1 too
slowly. It presents mast of the problems of Party building, and
some of them more sharply than does the Party. It needs much
more help and guidance from the Party, to become in truth a
m s League, educating the youth of America in MarxismW n i s m , and in the program and spirit of our Party. This
Convention should mark a decisive improvement in the Party's
work among the youth. .

There is arising a great movement for a public health program, and especially for a workers' health program. Our Party
must pay increasing attention to this field. Various government
reports expose a shocking state of unnecessary sickness and
prernahrre death among the unemployed, the lower-paid workers, and poor farmers. ,Among relief workers the rate of disabling sickness is 47 percent higher in acute a s = and 87 percent
higher in chrmic sickness tbaa among families witb incomes
over $3,000 per year. Infant mortality is appallkgty higher in
the slum areas. Occupational diseases spread needless havoc
among the workers. Over half the American people Iack proper
medical and dental care, and conditions are growing worse with
the dg
economic crisis.
The people's health qkestim is a political issue of major importance. Trade unions, f r a t e d societies, women's clubs, youth
organizations, as d l as the progressive wing of the American
Medical Association and the Rmsevelt Admidistration, are increasingly becoming i n m e d in i t In various cities and states
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there are pending dozens of legislative bills d d i with the
qudon.
We must participate in all these progressive rnovemenh and
6ght for better mass health conditions, especially for city and
rural health centers to furnish free and adequate m d i l care,
:d
dso to have the government include health insurance in the
,social security legislation. T h e people's h d t h movement provides an important means for htrilding the democratic front.

I

OUR DUTIRS TO LhTIN-AMERICA AND THE PHILIPPINES

-

In the field of special international responsilbilties of our
Party, we have already spoken of our major tasks an behalf of
the people of Spain and China, which continue and gmw greater. We continue our International Solidarity Fund, with which
we develop more and more international connections, exchange
information, furnish literature, and give some small f i n a n d
help to ten brother parties which sufier from special oppression.
The sharpening of the struggle against fascism and war, and
the rise of a mass -tic
movement, in the countries of
bin-America and in the Philippine Islands, place our brother
parties of these lands before a multitude of complex problems.
in a situation in which their practical diflhlties increase simultaneously with ,their greatly widened opportunity for advance.
Our resolution proposes that our Party shall assume r e s p sibiity for expanding considerably, and more systefnaticdly, its
p r x t h l and polithl assistance to them. This wilI require more
regular exchange of delegations, publications, political cornpdence, conducted by wr Central Committee, and on the part
of our whole Party more deep and systematic attention to and
adrm upon the issues &ecting these countries, the mobilization
of the forces of the democratic front in conscious solidarity
with our brothers in Latin-Abnerica and the Philippines in their
struggle against reaction, fascism, and war. The events of the
last weeks in Mexico are enough to fully emphasize the t r m 79

clous importance of tl~esetasks. Sin~ilarevents are maturing it1
Chile, upon which we must keep our eyes.
THE NEW PARTY COXIEfSTTrUTION

This Convention is presented with a new and revised Party
Gnstitution. We have beeq operating for over nine years with
an "unwritten constitution." Our Sixth Convention, early in
gag, had adopted a draft constitution, but because that was at
the height of the f actioml disruption created by the renee&
Lovestone, it received no serious consideration, never reached
the Party, and was lost. We are now at a point &I our develop
ment whm it has k a m e necessary to dispel all vagueness md
uncertainty about the Party, its fundamental program, its structure, and its relation to our country and the world. That is the
sigdiance of the Constitution present4 to you.
There is nothing new in principle in the new Constitution.
It is the codification of our misting organizational practice, and
presents our ftrndarnental program in the terms of modern
Amerida, and in tlie light of the h n t h World Congress of
the n~ternationalCommunist movement
At our Ninth Convention we adopted a spacial resolution 'in
refutation of all our enemies who wanted to outlaw OW Party
or isolate it with the charge that we are a conspiratorial party
of violent overthrow of Amerimn demwracy. Qur enemies
ignored our action, and continued and intensified their slanders
against us. We have, therefore, proposed to write our answer
to the reactio~~aries
into o u r Constitution, in such fuII and complete terms that even a capitalist newspaper editor cannot evade
or distort it.
We think that we have written a gwd Constitution, one that
will stand up under the years to come, and that expresses concisely the immediate and long-term aims of our Party, mid the
Party orgatlizatinl~alstructure.
Of course, we do not expect to satisfy eve+ne. We notice
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Mr. Charney Vladeck rushed into the newspaper? last w&
with som: adverse comment rm it. Mr. W & s views bav?
imp: tame because he occupies the position of a G
,
M
[lor of the City of New York, representing the h b o r Party.
,His election to that oflice was by virtue of the combined h b o t
d C r n ? ~ ~ iParty
S t votes. Because we thus are responsible,
to a certain degree, for his oficial psitian, we annot ignore
his d i c i m s . He says our Constitution is a "complete reversal"
of our previous position, contrary to Communist doctrine, "die
by the needY of the Soviet Foreign O k , " and therefore
not to be trusted as permanent or in good faith. But Mr.
'lTlade& isn't your discovery of "complete reversal" a little
late, in view of the fact that some ten to twenty million Americans listened to my radio broadcasts, as Commmist Party candidate for President, two p r s ago, defending "Demoaacy
againat Fascism?" Why didn't you discover the "complete reversal" then? As to "orthodox Communist dtxtrine," it is tm
much to e q q t you to know what that really is, but if you arc
illterested X will send you (free, of course I) a copy of my bmk,
T k People's Fro&, which is rich in quotations from such
" d o d o x Communists" as Marx, W s , W and S&,
organically relating their demoeratic t d i a g s with the Ameridemocratic traditiom book, by the way, from which you
might learn some things h u t A m e h n demmracy that have
escaped your attention As to the needs of the SAviet Foteign
Ofhe, those are primarily surnmed up in the need to maintain
world peye, which is equally a need of the American workers
and the wbok Arnerian people, and a permanent need, too--so
you needn't worry too much h u t that. As to our good faith
in the defense of democracy, mare than two thousand Amerieao
Communists and Young Communist Legmrs among the 3,7m
members of the Lincoln-Washington Brigade in Spin hare
sealed that with their blo0d-a fact which most decent Americarus have recognized. And you, yourself, Mr. VIadeck, should
be the first to welcome the final documentary proof, which your
81
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h e legal miad appreciates, that the votes which put yoa into
a&
did not come from seditious and conspiratorial enemies
of democracy, but from its most forthright, courageous, and
able defenders.
Another gentleman who is dissatisfied with our Constitution
is Mr. Boake Carter, the reactionary columnist. We listen carefufly to every voice, and are not too proud to learn even from
our enemies. Perhaps we can do surnething to meet Mr. Carter's .
objections. He complains that our new Constitution does not
specify an obligation to "be loyal to the Constitution of the
United States." When we remind ourselves that the only serious
menace of overthrow of the Chstitution of the United States
comes from Mr. Carter's paymasters, the nactionaries and ,
economic royalists, it seems well that we should specifically register this fact in our political resolution, and declare our deter- i mination to defend the Constitution of the United States, mbodying many of the important achievements of American
detnocracy, from these attacks by the reactionaries. We hope
Mr.Carter wit1 be as pleased by &is as will be the workers.
Mr. Carter has also called oqr attention to a little technical
error. Where we indicate certain undesirable elements which
must be ruthIessly swept from our d,
our Draft Constitution
says they "shall be summarily dismissed fmm positions of re
sponsibility,,expelled, and e x p d .before the general public."
Mr. Grter notes with glee that after the word "expelled" we
failed to write "from the party; and thereupon assumes that
we will "expose before the public" such culprits but keep them
in Party membership. Mr, Carter is obviously wrong; the word
"expelled" means "from the party," and probably our Cornmission here will remedy the error. Our thanks again to Mr.
Carter for his assistance in making our Constitution letterperfect.
When the reactionaries launch a "Red hunt," and turn loose
their journalistic dogs against us, one of &the loudest yelps is
always the voice of Mr. Eastman. That authority on "proletar- .
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ian and sacialist ideals"'complains that o w Chstitution, by its
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provision for expulsion of spies and "betrayers of party wn6dence," proves that weare "not a gmui~wpolitical party." But
th workers, and the Atnerican people generally, will f d y
understand, when we remind them that, to our shame, we must
a b i t that sam fmtrtaer~years ago, due to our Iack of vigilance,
none other t h Mr. Eastman hinivdf becanie for a brief perid
a mmbr of our Party, and by his conduct proved the necessity
of pmisely such an article in our Constitution. Beawe we
cleansed ourselves of the Eashnans, hvestones, and all such
m h , that is why we have become "a genuine politiml party."

The New Yark World-Telegram in the last five months has
devakd more editorial space to prove that Communism is "vio.
,- k t overthrow of democracy" than it has to the wars in Spain
and China and the economic crisb carrrbined, more spce than to ,
'
anything else except to denudetion of Roosewlt's Recovery
Bill, Evidently the editor has great faith in his persuasive
- powers, for on May 18he expressed the bpinion and the Bope
that "the hard LRsin core" of the Communist Party ( m b g ,
of course, those who accept his interpretation of Gommunism)
will come to this Tenth Convention in order to "roundly denounce" this Constitution as "weak-kneed opportuaism," and
I reject it or split the Communist Party wide open.
- It m y be unkind on our part to disappoint Mr. Roy Howard
so . m t y , He needs a mnspiratorial party of violace in his
business, and if we refuse to oblige him, there may wen be
danger that he will organize cme himself. His efforts to bore
from within the Gommunist Party produced only one convert
in our ranks, and that was a poor fellow who bad lost his mind
under the strain of unemployment aad waiting for relief. Perhap Mr. Howard should apply to Norman Thomas md the
SmiaIist Party, who boast that their party is "all inclusive,"
and prove it by Muding in their five thousand members every
+on
under the sun.
No,
we
=not satisfy everybody. But we believe that our
$
$3
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new Constitution will prove very satisfactory to the Tenth Convention, to the whole Communist Party, to the working class.
and to American denlmacy generally,

-
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THE UNITY OF THE COM Y UNJST

.

PARTY

d-

Chu enemies will be s m l y disappointed that this Tenth Conwention refutes so dtamaticatly their confident predictions of a
split in our ranks. They have speculated in this wise: The
Communist Party is emphasizing that it is Amerian ; political
parties in America are in confusion and splitting everywhere ;
therefore the Convention of the Comqunist Party should produce a split. They are ready to denounce us as " u ~ A ~ & u u ' '
if we refuse to present them with a "typical .4mericanwsplit.
T ~ ~gentlemen
ME
cannot understand the unity of the Com. munist Party, That is only a d e c t i o n of their general political
ignorance. They -not conceive of the unity of a political party
except in term of a "political boss," a petty dictator who imposes his personal will by intimidation, trickery, and compronlise
of prhiple. We violate every one of their standards, by unfolding tht freest inner-party democracy ewr witnessed in the
political life of our country, by frankly placing our entire strategy and tactics before the broadest masses, and by hewing
strictly to the line of our principles. And the result, that which
for the reactionary politicans is the miracle of miracles, instead
of strife and confusion, is the most complete aad enthusiastic
unity in our growing ranks that has ever been witaessed.
Our enemies also take pleasure in reminding us that .in the
pst the Communist Patty was also subject ta inner strife and
splits. That b true, and we are tbe last o m s to forget this fact.
But s i m 1928,when we drove the Trotskyites out of our &,
and r g q when we deantd our house of the Bukharin-Lomtone
&s,
the history of our Party has been one of unbroken
growth and constantly more solid unity. We h o w t h e wreckers and disruptionists try to send their agents into wr Party,
but they are more and more b l d d by the vigilance and unity

Q

of otlr members. It'is a unity based upon understanding and
science, the science of history, founded by Karl Mam and F d eti& Engels and developed, in the present era of iniperialism
of socialism as a world power, by Wadimir h i n
and the
and Joseph SMin.
Our enemies have agreed among thernselvm to call us "Stalinists." With the deepest pride we accept the name of our most
beloved teafhw and guide. W e are indeed Stalinists, and we
hope to become ever w r e worthy of such a glorious nam. We
remember how, in a previous period, the name of "Leninist" .
was also itlvented by the wretched Trotsky as a term of "detision" but rose to isolate mid defeat him and all his tribe, to be#me the most honorable name known among the oppressed of
.
all lands. So today the name of StaIin sums up the teachings of
Marx, Engels, and hnin, represents the highest level of Ma-ism achieved in the unshakable foundation of a sodalist satiety
on one-sixth of the d:
symboliws the unshakable fortress of
peace and socialism in the Soviet Union, the bop and inspiration and protedbn of the workers and all oppressed peoples of
the world Truly it is a proud name, Stalinist, and we must bear
it with all modesty, for it carria with it a tremendous respoilsibility
I
We have emphasized here that our Comniu~listParty stands
fully on its own feet, makes its own decisions, and is in every
sense an ~ m t r i & party. Our enemies haw cried out in glee
that this means we are separating ourselves from other Cornm d t Parties of the world, from the Soviet Union, and irom
the Communist Intmtional. Again they are woefuUy mistaken. Nothing cwld be-farther from the truth. Not only is it
true that the unity of the Communist Party of the U. S. A. is
more solid than ever, but it is equally true that the i n t m d u w l
rndsy of dl Comnwuists of tka world, a s d a t e d tagether in our
Commmist ittermtiona1, has hecome, under the guidance of
our beloved George Dimitroff, who symbolizes in his own person
tile potRer that is sinashing fascism, more complete and awn85
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ditional than ever before in history. At the~centerof the growing
unity of all Communists, and all workers and oppressed, is the
glorious inspiration of the Soviet Union under the leadership
of ita Cominunist Party and Joseph Stalin. We prdaim this
fact to all the world. It is our mast powerful shield and weapon.
Even our enemies must pay unwilling tribute to this fact. A
few days ago, one of the ablest propagandists of the reactionary
amp contributed a significant bit of testimony. I refer to Miss
Dorothy Thompson, the well-known colunmnist and political
commentator, who has h e n promated as the reactionary mdidate -for President of the U. S. It might be said, in passing,
that the politid level of this candidate for d o n a r y honors
is far higher than that of any other that has been m e d , whether
it be Hoover, h d o n , or Vandenberg. Miss Thompson wrbte
the foUowing words in her colunm published May 20 :
"It it becomes clear that Russia is the only country on
earth that will defend small democracies while great democracies are prepared to bargain them away, then heaven
heIp the great democracies !"
But it has already became dear that Russia, the Soviet Unim,
"is the only country on earth'' fbpt is helping the small democracies and oppressed peoples generally! Jt is dear that at least
om of the "great democracies," Britain, is not only "prepared
to bargain them away" but is bargaining and delivering to tb.e
extent of her ability l It is clear that France and the United
States, despite the best of intentions well expressed, are allowing themselves to be dragged into the "bargainingl" Miss
Thompson may well fee1 it necessary to appeal to heaven, for
her paymasters and associates will never help her out of this
diihlty. But we who rely upon the Sovjet Union and appeal
to the democratic masses for unity and action have a sounder
foundation. We a n be more sure and confident of the future.
And that is the basis for the unexampled unity of the Communist Party. That is why our resolution can speak so soberly,
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so concretely, of the tasks of raising this uniQ and its hademhip
to r higher level. That is why we charge all lading d t t t e s
of bur Party to stragthen their collective work and leadership,

improve their BaIshevik self-criticism, overcome all remnants
of sectarianism in tbe application of our Party's correct p1icies.
That is why we wwn against all tendencies to keep our Party
at the tail-end of the mass movement, to avoid all mwds of
self-satisfadon, to weld still more firmly the unity and disciplii
of the Party, to develop alertness and vigilance on all problems
I
a f f d n g the life of the Party and the mass movements. That is
why we emphasize the absolute necessity to ehsure collective
and friendly discussion of all differaca that may arise on pol i M or tactical problems, in order rapidly to avercome them.
And that is why we set as the task of all leading badies of our
' Patty to more cmsciorisly assimilate and m t e r the lessons of
- Comrade Stain's leadership, so gIoriwsly exemplified in the
Comdunist Party of the Soviet Union and its wodd-historic
achievement of building the socialist society.

VI. The American Tradition and Socialism

I THE

Communist Party of the U.S.A. is #basedupon the
fundamental program of the revolutionary socialist reorganization of our country, that is, the assumption of
wnership and operation of the national economy by all the
people, acting through @heir State organization, for the
benefit of all the people.
Because the majority of the American people are not
convinced of the necessity of this socialist reorganization,
this program being accepted as yet only by a relatively
small minority, and because the main enemy today is fascism, the Communist Party finds it necessary to dedicate
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all its forces to realizing the program of the demoeratic
front, and building the organizations of the democratic
front. as the only guarantee against the victory of reaction
and fascism, which threatens to destroy democrxy and all
its past achievements, to destroy civiliation itself.
The program of the democratic front is not a socialist
yrograol. I t i s the minimum of those measures necessary,
aa.lrr capitalism, to preserve a ~d extend democracy, all
thasc thitlps which have been the heart of the American
tradition in the past. ever since tile revolutionary fwndation of the Unitrtl States. The prcgram of the democratic
lront is squarely basetl upon traditional Americanism.
Of course, the reactionary camp denies this. Everything
which in the slightest comes into colligion with the profits
of monopoly capital they give the all-embracing label of
"Communism." Even the middle-of-the-road New Deal of
Roosevelt, which insists upon some concessions from monopoly capital to the demands of the people precisely for
the purpose of saving the present system from shipwreck
and collapse, these blind reactionaries denounce as "red"
and "revolutionary" with a bitterness even surpassing for
the moment that which they heap upon the real revolutionaries, the Communist Party. But we do not need to
waste much time in this Convention in polemic with thcse
"Red baiters," who proved in the elections of 1936 and 1937
that they are largely out of touch with the h c r i c a n
masses. By their wild denunciations trhey bare succeeded
only in immunizing the great public against the modobvious forms of "Red baiting." In this way Senator Copeland
and State Senator McNaboe, for example, by a process of
rgdwfw ad absurdurn, have wen unwittingly p e r f o d
a public service-for which, however, there is no need to
thank them, for they know not what they dl. ,411 the best
minds of the democratic camp are now awakt to the strategy of the Hitler-Mussolini-Mikado "Anti-Commtlnis! .If li88

ance," they recognize the application of that strategy in
America's domestic life by the camp of reaction, and they
&re already armed against it. We mast extend this iindetstanding to the broaQeat masses of the democratic movement, and to all its sincere lading people.
We must address ourselves, however, to thost friends and
potential allies within the democratic camp, who in a different form entirely see a contradiction between the Communist support of the democratic program today and our
aspirations for socialism tomorrow, who see in socialism
itself--actual socialism, not the reactionary bogey-mansomething alien to the democratic tradition of Americanism. W e need to make clear to them, and to ourselves, the
true relation between the preservation of democracy today
and the achievemerit of socialism tomorrow.
For the avoidance of all misunderstanding, now and in
the future, let us make clear beyond the sIightest doubt
that the Communist Party is in, no way weakening or
abandoning its goal of the complete realization of socialhm
for America at the earliest possible moment, which means
as soon gs socirlism gains the support of the majority.
Becawe of this fact, and not, as some seem to think, d e w 8
it or refutisrg it, we are the most consistent and loyal sector
in the democratic front. In our loyalty to socialism lies h e
key t o our loyalty to the democratic front.
Our slogan, which we take directly from Lenin, is:
"Through democracy to socialism; through socialism to
the highest and complete realization of democracy."
Our program for socialisni is organically linked up with,
is a necessary outgrowth from, the traditional American
democracy as founded by Thomas Jefferson, whose paIitical descendants w* are. Let those who try to set off
Jefferson against Mam, Engels, Lenin and Stalin, who see
in socialism something "imparted from abroad," as "alien,"
be reminded that, in the same sense, Jefferson was also
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"importing" the theories of democracy from Europe t o
America, where they found their first and best reabtion
in that period. Jderson's greatness arose directly from bis
all-embrating aea~chthrough the e?tire w d d of thought
for tfie b t ~ tfrom ~ y w h r e ,from all lands. Just as
America's people became strong and great because it was
com&nnded of tlhe most vigorous and dynamic vanguard
drawn from a11 countries of the Old World, so American
democratic philosophy and program was fed by the best
thinkers of all the world, and was able to 'give l e a d d i p
to the whole world because of that fact. We are fol1owing
closely in Jefferson's footsteps, therefore, when we reject d l
narrow nationalism of thought and program, when we range
the whole world to find the best from everywhere, Like
Jefferson, we believe that America is entitled to the beat
of everything, whatever its point of origin.
What was the essence of Jefferson's democratic ideas,
which formed the fundamental emerican tradition? It can
be summed up in s few propositions :
I , There can be no social health and progress in a society where the selfish private interests of a minority are
imposed upon @hemasses of the people through governmental coercion; government must, therefore, #be based
upon the will of the majority, democratically expressed.
2. GOvernmenfal power, political power, can be built
only upon a foundation of economic power, that is, ownership, control, and operation of the basic economy of the
country, which is the foundation of social life ; the America
of the late 18th and early rgh centuries was able to achieve
such a foundation by breaking up the great colonial land
monopolies and opening up the great territories to tlbe
West, and by the widespread distribution of free or cheap
hnds. Democracy was, therefore, primarily agrarian, .sup
plementd by the city democracy af the handicraftsmen
who owned and worked with their o w n tools.
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3. The supreme power, the State, must be endowed with
sufficient powers to @om
its function to guarantee the
soeial order which ere- it, from attacks by selfish minoritp
interests within and from aggression from without, and no
more. Therefore,in the democracy based upon widespread
distribution of the national economy in the hands of individual producers, there must be a maximum of local selfgovernment, and all government--a necessary evil at best
-must be confined to those fields where its operatids are
indispensable to the solution of the problems of the peopk.
We Communists unconditionally approve of the J d w sonian principles thus -pressed, and we consider Jefferson's concrete application of them produced @he highest,
most progressive, society that history had erer seen up to
that time. We consider Jcfierson'~principles equally valid
today, when adjusted to the tremendous changes that have
taken place in the last rw years.
What are these changes? They are the changes of the
economic revolution, the rise of large-scale power and machine production in industry, the disappearance of individual production, the emergence of giant trusts and monopolies, the subordination of the farm to the city, and the
domination of monopoly capital over even the remnants of
individual agrarian production. In Jefferson's day, the national economy was overwhelmingly iq the hands of the
masses of the people, Jefferson's main re-occupation was
with the problem of &ow to keep it there. He succeeded
in d i n g a superstructure of dzmocratic government, and
in establishing a powerful democratic tradition-but his
aspiration for a selfqerpetuating agrarian democracy was
wrecked on the rise of machinery and mechanical power,
on the industrial revolution, which he could not foresee.
Today, in 1938, the national economy has passed out of
the hands of the people; 'more than go per cent of it h
directly owned by the great corporations representing a
9=

minute fraction of the population ; the whole national economic life is dominated by this minority-the economic
royalist~ubject to the limitation d y of ?he dtgree of
governmental intervention under the influence of the democratie masses. The economic foundations of Jefferson's
democracy have disappeared; the superstructure of democratic government and the self-organizatioq of the people
this makes possible remain as the sole instruments whereby
the masses can influence or contPo1 their economy. That is
why democracy is threatened today by the economic royaiists, by monopoly capital.
The whole democratic mass movement &hg taday in
America is directed toward finding some means to restore
the lost economic foundations of J~ersoaiandemocracy.
If it is to remain true to Jefferson's primiplcs, it must find
a new and quite different practical program. The old individualistic economy is gone beyond r e d ; whereas Jefferson could bolster up democracy ,by the protection of individual private property in production, today all measures
to strengthen private property only strengthen the hold of
monopoly capital, the iich minority, over the masses of the
people. T h e very existence of democratic self-government
is threatened. There is no road leading back to the past.
We are forced to abandon Jefferson's dream of an agrarian
democracy, if we are tq preserve Jefferson's democratic
principles,
All the progressive measures of K Q O S ~ VN~e w
~ ' Deal
S
are incomplete and fragmentary efforts to apply Jderson's
democratic princi yIes to the'new conditions of the twentieth
century. They are incom.pIete and fragmentary because
they avoid their logical consequences of a iundamental
collision with monopoly capital,
The program for the democratic front which we have
elaborated here is a further, and more systematic, effort
to apply Jefferson's principles within the litnits of the =pi-
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italist system of production and distribution. '
But a full and complete application of Jefferson's princ i p b , the consistent application of democratic ideas to the
"' conditions of today, will lead naturally and inevitably to
the full program of the Communist Party,.to the smialist
lreorganization of the United States, to the common owner.ship and operation of out economy for the benefit of all.
CTOillustrate this, allow m e to restate Jefferson's three cengal ideas in terms of the conditions of today. We then
h a v e the following:
1, The first, most basic, Jeffersonian proposition remains
unchanged. W e can repeat today: There can be no social
health and progress in a society where the seilish private
interests of a minority are imposed upon the masses of
I
the peopIe through governmenta1 coercion; government
must, therefore, be based upon the will of the majority,
democratically -pressed.
a, Political power can be built only upon a foundation
of economic power, the ownership, control, and operation of
the basic economy of the country, which is the foundation
of social life; America of the twentieth century is a new
world, in a deeper sense than the original America was a
N e w World for Europe; it finds its basic and controlling
economy in the form of giant enterprises, socially operated,
interconnected and interdependent, which cannot be broken
up without destruction of the power to produce, which can
become the foundation for democratic self-government only
if taken over entire through the organs of that democratic self-government. Democracy must become, therefore, an industrial tlernocracy primarily, a democracy of
socially-owned and operated industry, supplemented by the
agrarh-rlemocratic forces as allies; that is, a socialist ded..

mocracy.
3. The supreme power, the State, must be endowed
with sufficient powers to perform its function to guarantie
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the social order which erects it, from attack by selfish
minority interests within and from aggression from without, and no more. So far we repeat the original Jeffersonian
principle unchanged. But in the conditions of twentieth
century economy, which cannot be distributed among individual producers, which must be democratically owned,
controlled, and operated, local self-government must be
fitted into a national State with a11 the powers necessary to
effectively operate the national economy and protect it
from attack: all government--a necessary evil at bestmust be directed toward creating a classless society, where
exploitation of Inan by man has been entirely abolished,
and where therelore government, the State power, will
ultimately become unnecessary and will wither away and
disappear.
In this restatement of Jefferson's fundamental democratic principles, we have the only possible solution for
the final preservatiori of these princ$les. But at the same
time we rhave thereby a complete amalgamation of Jefferson's teachings with those of ~Marx,Engels, Lenin and
Stalin. We have the full program of the Communist Party.
That is why, in the work of the Communist Party we
realize the program of the democratic front, as well as our
fight for the full Communist program, for socialism, we
declare that we are continuing the great American txadition, we are carrying on the work of Jefferson;Paine, Jackson, and Lincoln. We express this fusion of the American
tradition with socialism when we sing "The Star Spangled
Banner" and 'The International" together, when we decorate our platform today with the flag of our democratic
revolution of the eighteenth century and the red flag of
the socialist rwolution of the twentieth century. This is
the meaning of our slogan:
''Cowwanbn Is T m t b b h Cedwry Amm'eunhm."

-
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Conclusion
in the program that we propose
COM'RADES,
Convention, in the work
are already doing realize
creating the
party of
we

it, we are

revolutionary

to t h i s
to
the working

class, of the socialist reorganization of A m e r i c a A e mass
Communist Party of the U.S.A.
The Communist Party is the most conscious, the most
active, the most LoyaI, the most courageous, the most disciplined army in the struggle for democracy and peace, and
through democracy, to socialism.
Let us remind ourselves of the standards set up by oar
great teacher and guide, Lenin, for such a party. h n i n
said :
"How is the discipline of a revolutionary party of the
proletariat maintained? HOWis it tested? How is it reinforced ? First, by the h consciousness of the proletaria1
vanguard, by its devotion, by its h e s s , self-sacrifice and
heroism Secondly, by its ability to link itself with, to keep
in close touch with, and to a certain degree, if you wish,
merge itseif with the broadeSt w s e s of the toilers, primarily with the prol-,
h#dfcl with ths mlr-prukp
t&
t d h g MIS.
Thirdly, by the correctness of the
political leadership exercised by this vanguard and by the
correctness of its politiml strategy and tactics, provided
that the broadest masses become convinced of this correctness by their m e ~ p ~ e n c e . "

Let us further check our course by the compass of the
teachings of our beloved Stalin. Over thirteen years ago,
Comrade Stalin uttered some words which are equally good
an our guide today, when he said :

"It 3s necessary that the Party be able to combine in its
work the greatest adhesion to principle (not to be cqnfused. with d a n i s m !) with a maximum of contacts and
e o n n d x m s with the masses (not to 4~ confused with
'tailism' !), without which it is not only impossible for the
Par@ to teach the masses but also to learn fmm them,
not onIy to lead the masses and raise them to the level of
the Party, but to listen to the voice of the masses and divine
their sorest needs."

.
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We are realizing the advice given us by our heroic and
wise George Dimitroff, when at the Seventh World Congress he showed the way for all Communist Parties:

". .

, to come out and act as red poiiriEal parties of the
evorakrg CAWS, to become in actual fact a pol&d foctw in
the life of their countries, to pursue at all times an uc&w
B & M ws polky md not confins t h e m e i s to propa@a and critkim,oOd bare appeah to &g&e fw proietaria~r dictatorship,
We-want them quickly as
possible to l e m how to sad on the fWTbulmt m t e r s of the
ckass strugg.tP, and not to remain on the shore as observers
and registrars of the surging waves in the expectation of
fine weather 1"

...

In rhe spirit of our greatest teachers, we are hammering
out a program for the qasses in their struggle for jobs,
security, democracy, and peace. We arc hammering out the
unity of the democratic front, which will Icad to the American People's Front, the solid guarantee that fascism d l
never come to power in aur country. We are forging ever
stronger the indispensable weapon for every stage in the
struggle, which will finally carry us through democracy to
socialism-the Communist Party.
Forward to victory in the next great battle, the defeat
of reaction and fascism, the victory of the majority of the
American people, the victory of the democratic front1
'
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